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Abstract
This study wa~ conducted from the realization of the need for identification of the

areas that are vulnerable to disaster and provide some guidelines for effective

emergency planning during post-disaster phase. Disasters have much more severe

impa,,'ts in a developing country than in a developed country. For instance, the

damage caused by the last catastrophic cyclone SIDR was extensive in Bangladesh.

TIlls is why; developing an effective strategy for disaster IIllUl!IEementfor cyclone

zones .is a challenging issue to emergency planners. This study examines spatial

variability in evacuation assistance needs during cyclone hazard in Barguna district

and identifies the optimum locations and non-engineered stmcturai design of cyclone

shelters. For this, composite vulnerability map of unions in Barguna district is

developed based on the community demographics, resources, structures and

geophysical risk indicators. Four evacuation dimensions are; population character and

building structures, differential ,access to resources, special evacuation needs, and a

combination of three dimensions. Moreover, the difference between the cyclone

shelters demand and existing shelters in the highest vulnemble areas are analyzed.

Results indicate that relative majority of the unions are characterized by high

evacuation assistance need and similar scenario exi~"1sin the spatial distributions of

geophysical risk and socio-econornic vulnerability. Nevertheless, spatial disparity of

socio-economic vulnerability is also observed among the unions within the

geQphysicalrisk wne. Barabagi union of Amtali upazila was identified as the most

vulnerable union in terms of both geophysical risk and socio-economic factors.

Towards this, methodology was developed for determination of number of new

shelters required and their tentative locations in the same union. Moreover, this study

also provides some guidelines for construction of low cost housing, which can

withstand during tropical storm. Thus, in an environment where financial and human

resources are limited, spatial analyses should be iru:orpomted in disaster-management

procedures of both the government and development agencies to decrease the

vulnerability of the country's population, especially in rura1 and remote regions. In

order to integrate spatial analyses it is essential that the government and its agencies

and others, keep up, or better, iru:rcase the compilation of spatially referenced data

sets and share them as well.

f
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1

1.1 Background lind General statement of the problem

Developing an effective strategy for disaster management for cyclone zones presents

challenge to emergency planners because of spatial differencllS in geophysical risk and

social vulnerability. Although the approaches differ and definition vary, there has been

increasing emphasis on the importance of the intersection of geophysical condition and

the social systems (Liverman 1990; Dow 1992; Montz and Tobin 2003). Hazards and

social vulnerability are inextricably intertwined by their very nature. The study of hazards

and social vulnerability each have a voluminous body of work that spans many

disciplines and is utilized for many different kinds of research including: emergency

planning, risk exposure, and many other purposes.

In terms of definition, there is a differem:e between natural hazard and disaster. A hazard

is IIpotentially dllIlllll;\ingevent and the measure ofhazard is its probability of occurrence

at a certain level of severity within II specified period of time in a given area (Office if the

United Nations Disaster Relief Coordination, 1991). On the other band, naturnl disaster is

defined as a consequence of the occurrence of a natural phenomenon affecting a

vulnerable social system (Appel, 2001). Thus natural hal.ards represent the potential

events whereas natural disasters result from actual events (Tobin and Montz, 1997).

Devcloping cOWltries arc more vulnerable to natural hazards than the developed cOWltries

(United Nations Environmental Program, ]992). It is very rare that natural hazards caused

a large number of deaths in developed countries. The main reason of higher number of

death in developing countries is their economic situation (Ono, 2001). High JXlPulation

density is another reason for the higher dealh toll in developing coWltries. As population

increase and more land is utilized, more people are forced to live in coastal areas. In a

recerrt study, the Center for Climate System Research (CeSR) at Colombia University

has predicted that the World's coastal population will increase by 35 percent from 1995 to

2025 and will put more people at risk from natural hazards such as tsunamis or tropical

cyclone (CeSR, 2006).

,,,
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Bangladesh is the most densely populated country (1045 personlsq.km) in the world and

cyclone disaster is the most frequently occurred disaster and which has a signifi=t

deadly impact on the coastal areas in Bangladesh (Wikipedia, 2009). The coastal areas of

. Bangladesh are highly vulnerable to disaster as till: population exposure is high.

According to the study of Water Resource Planning Organization in 2004, around 35.1

million people live in coastal areas in Bangladesh, which is 23 percent of the total

Nation's population. The study will contribute to the disaster management effort in a

particular district in Bangladesh in the response phase not only for reducing damage but

also for allocating evacuation sites in the appropriate location.

1.2 Specific problem

Bangladesh is subject to a variety of natural hazards, which has the potential to threat

both its population and environmenL Over 8900 square kilometers of the country's

coastal area is identified as the high- risk zone that is prone to cyclones and inundation by

stonn surges (CEGIS, 2004). Nevertheless, the ooastal districts of Bangladesh are mainly

susceptible to cyclones and stonn surge. For example, the extent of damage caused by the

last super cyclone SlDR that swept through BlUlgladeshooast on 15 November 2007 was

about $450 million and the entire Patuakhali, Barguna and Jhalokati districts lJI'erc hit

hard by the storm slll"geof over 5 meters (16 ft). In Bargnna district, 1335 people were

died (44.5 percent of total casualties), 1119.89 sq. kIn. area was annihilated (61.15

percent of total area) and 60-70 percent of crop was lost and 95,4J2 houses were fully and

partially damaged (36.89 percent of total) (Mustaafa, 1998). Like this. Barguna was also

affected by cyclones during 1935 and 1965. Acoordlng to SUET-BIDS study on 1993,

around 70 percent of total area in Barguna district falls under the high-risk area (BUET-

BIDS, 1993).

Nevertheless, the spatial ooverage of geophysical risk and vulnerability assessment is

comparatively problematic than estimation of total damage. Vulnerable groups are those

who are likely to suffer a disproportionate share of the effects of hazardous eveuts (Clarke

et aI, 1998). Recent hazard research focused on the vulnerability that exacerbates the

effect of disaster. Literatures have also identified many oomponents of vulnerability

(Blalkle et aI., 1994; Clarke et al., 1998; Cutter, 1996; Hewitt, 1997; Kasperson el w.,
1995; Montz, 1994; Susman, 1983; Tobin, 1997 and United Nations International

Strategy for Disaster Reduction, 2001) but few clear measures ofvulnerabillty have been

•
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established. A more recent challenge has been to address the interaction of vulnerability

components in the context of multiple hward and risk. Bangladesh University of

Engineering and Technology and Bangladesh Institute of Development Studies conducted

a study entitled "Multipurpose Cyclone Shelter Programme", which assessed the

vulnerability based on geophysical risk (BVET-BIDS, 1993). However, this research will

approach these issues by evaluating spatial variations in both geophysical risk and social

vulnerability at union level of Barguna district in order to identify and distribute the

required cyclone shelters.

1.3 Objectives with specific lIims and possible outcome

The aim of the research is to facilitate effective spatial planning for the evacuation of

populations in Barguna district.

Objectiws:

The objectives of the research arc:
I. To assess geophysical and socio-economic vulnerability of diffi:rent unions of

Barguna district
2. To create a composite vulnerability map based on the community demographics,

damage and geophysical risk provided.
3. To identify optimum locations for cyclone shelters in highly vulnerable unions

based on the evacuation needs.

1.4 RlItionale of the study
Delineation of areas based on vulnerability assessment (geophysical risk and social

vulnerability) of cyclone is important for spatial planning and disaster management

planning. This study will provide a detail picture of a coastal district (Barguna) in tenus

of vulnerability that will help policy makers to identify the regions of maximum risk and

prioritize the regions according to both resource allocations along with spatial planning.

1,5 Overview and cyclone disasters in Bangladesh

Tropical cyclones generally occur over some parts of tropical oceans in latitudes

betweenlO' and 30' both sides of the equator, and they became severe when they are

located between 20' and 30' latitude (Holmes, 200]). Bangladesh lies between 20'34' N

and 26']8" N latitude, and with 44(}-milelong coastline is highly vulnerable to tropical •
-i>,'-'",
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cyclone and associated storm surge. The Bay of Bengal is an ideal breeding ground of

tropical cyclones and others natural disasters. Cyclone is an atmospheric circulation

system in which the sense of rotation of the wind about the local vertical is the same as

that of earth's rotation. Thus a cyclone rotates clockwise in the wuthem hemisphere and

the counter clockwise in the northern hemisphere. In meteorologically the tenn cyclone is

reserved for circulation systems with horizontal dimension of hundreds (tropical

cyclones) or thousands (extra tropical cyclones) ofKIns (Parkers, 1980).

Disturbances

Table 1.1 Cla!sificlItion oftropicalstonns

Wind speed

(kmibr) (mls)

Depression 32-50 9-13

Deepdepression 51-60 14-16

Cyclonicstorm 61-89 17-23

Severe cyclonic storm 90-119 24-31

Severe cyclonic storm vvilh IIHurricane wind >120 >32
Source: Bangladesh Meteorological Department (2008).

The highest frequency of cy>:lone in Bay of Bengal occurred during May and October.

The depression first originates in small anti clockwise motion and rapidly changes its

direction, which at last becomes circular in shape. the wind velocity varies from 24 to

240 KntIhr. The average duration of tropical cyclone averages between couple of hours to

a week. Thc average rate of travel is about 400 kilometers a day. Table 1.2 lists the

number if deaths in different countries associated cyclone disasters where the death tolls

were in excess of 5000 lives. It can be easily discerned from the table that most of these

deadly disasters occurred in Bangladesh from tropical cyclone.

Table 1.2 Deaths in tropiCllI cyclones in Bangladesh

y= Countries D~tllli y= Countries D~tllli

1970 Bangladcsh 300,000 1965 Bangladesh 19,279

1737 India 300,000 1963 Bangladesh 11,520

1886 China 300,000 1961 Bangladesh 11,466

1923 J.,~ 250,000 1985 Bangladesh 11,069

~.-t" t,
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1876 Bangladesh. 200,000 1971 India 10.000

1897 Bangladesh 175,000 1977 India 10,000

1991 Bangladesh 140,000 1963 Cuba 7,196

1833 India 50,000 1900 USA 6,000

1864 India 50,000 1960 Bangladesh 5,149

1822 Bangladesh 40,000 1960 Japan 5,000

1780 Antilles (W. 21.000 1973 India 5,000

Indies)

SOllIet" Dub. etal., 1991

Bangladesh has experienced major cyclones during 1970, 1991 and 2007. The severe

cyclone of 12 November 1970 took a toll of 0.3

million human lives in Bangladesh and put

property damages to billions of $lJS dollars. Vet

another worst cyclone which hit Bangladesh coast

on April 1991 killed 0.14 million people and

property damages were more tlrun t""u billion US

dollars. Cyclone SIDR was the most powerful

cyclone to impact Bangladesh since 1991 when a

reported 140,000 people perished and billions of

dollars damage was reported. In this instance the

deuLh toll is significantly less (approximately

3,406) however the damage to crop and

infrastructure is significant across 30 districts, 200

upazila and 1,950 unions. Over 55,000 people were

injured, while o.•..-er1,OOOremainmissing.

1.6 Cyclone SIDR, 2007

(

Source: The daily star, 2007

Cyclone SJDR (also known as Very Severe Cyclonic Storm SIDR) is Category-4

equivalent tropical cyclone of the 2007 formed in Bay of Bengal having wind speed 215

kmfhr made landfall near Bangladesh on November 15. So far, 3,113 deaths havc been

blamed on the storm. Tidal waves reaching up to a height of 4 metres (12-15ft) and the

damage were extensive, including tin shacks flattened. houses and schools blown away

and enormous tree damage. Sorne local officials have described the damage as being even

•
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worse than that from the 1991 cyclone. The entire cities of Patuakhali, 8arb'l.lllaand

Jhalokati District were hit hard by the stonn surge of over 5 meters (16 ft). The hardesi-

hit area was Barguna, where the number of causalities was 1335 according to local

officials. As it intensified to a Category 4-equivalent cyclone on NovemberJ5, thousands

of emergency officials were put on standby in Bangladesh in advance of the storm's

arrival. Newspaper reported that massive evacuations of low-lying coastal area.llalso took

place, although sheltering was only available for about 500,000 of the over 10 million

residents of coastal areas. A total of 650,000 people in Bangladesh evacuated to

emergency shelters. Another problem was that the mechanism to resist disaster was not

systematic. A lacking of efficiency was observed after the disaster for relief operation. It

is inevitable that a spatial planning to withstand disaster is a major concern.

Bangladesh had established 2,400 cyclone shelters in higlHisk areas. Over 15 million

people were moved to shelters in the lead up to Cyclone Sid! (Ministry of Food and

Disalter Management). Some did not seek shelter because there were no facilities for the

cattle and other livestock. A survey conducted in 2004 by the Centre for Environmental

and Geographic Infonnation (COOlS) on 1,705 shelters that Identified some deficiencies

in the shelters:
» The total number of shelters was not enough to hold the evacuated population.

» More than 65 percent of all shelters had no provision for the special needs of

women.
» .AJmost 100percent had no facilities for people with disabilities.
» .75 percent of shelters surveyed had no provision for storage of water.
» .80 percent made no provision for the shelter of livestock
» 87 percent of all shelters surveyed had some structural vulnerability.

» .Little or no effects were made to preserve drinking water
>- . Preparedness measures for protection lll1d restoration of power and

telecommunication were inadequate.

Disaster management in terms of cyclone disaster is very reactive nowaday in

Bangladesh. The evidence is observed from the lowest nwnber of death tolls in super

cyclone SIOR although the severity of SIDR is higher than the cyclone of the past two

decades 1970 lll1d 1991. In spite of reactive approach of disaster management in
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Bangladesh there are some lacking in response phase of disaster management and a gap in

spatial planning is however significant. Therefore there is a real need for spatia! planning

for the vulnerable population in cyclone-aft'ected areas. The study alIIlli to identity the

vulnerable location in Barguna district of Bangladesh and fmally move fotward for a

solution through spatial planning specially for cyclone shelter location considering the

vulnerability analysis.

1.7 Study area

Barguna District (Barishal division) is II coastal district of Bangladesh, with an area of

1831.31 sq km and bounded by Burirshwr, Bishkali and Baleshwar (Fig 1.2). The district

consists of 5 upazilas, 38 union parishads, 238 roouzas, 560 villages, 4 municipalities, 44

wards and 49 mahallas. The upazilas are Barguna Sadar, Amtali, Patharghata, Bctagi and

Bamna (Banglapedia, 2006). Number of population is 837955 and the percentage of male

population is 49.88 and female 50.12 (BBS, 2006).
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Source: llangIapedill (2006)
Fill 1.2 Ibrgunll dbtrlct In Bangladesh.

IW"J ••••••••

BAY Of BEHGAL-••
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'"

1lIe district is ha1ard.prone and ha.~been directl)' ~tell('.(\ numerous times by cydolle3

end tropiCllI storms. Since 1887 approl(imatdy JS !nl<:hstorms along ••••ith depression hit

this district. The mlm m:ent event!! include Severe Cyclone SIDR during 2007 WId

Severe Cyclone 1970. IslluTi(2008) sho••••'S the frequenC}"of cyclone trnek and the tropicnl

dep=osion of Bay of Bengal. From the study of Islmn llnd dalll of Blll1g1ndesh

MdcorologiCtll Depnnment the frequency lIJIlIIysisof cyclone for Bnrgunn district is

annI)"zcd (foble I).



T"",
Tropical depression (ID)
Tropical Storm (TS)
Severe Cyclonic storm
Verr Severe Cyclonic storm
Super Cyclone Storm
Total

Table 1.3: Frequency distribution (cyclone in Barguoll district.

Wind speed (Knots) Frequency

17-33 19
34-47 9
48-63 3
64-119 3
>120 1

35
Soun;e; J:;lam (2008), BMD (2007)

1.8 Outline oftbe Chapters

9

The second and third chapter provide II literature review covering the methods used for

hazard research as it pertains to the hazards selected for this research, methods used to

determine social vulnerability, and the utilization of GIS lIS an analytical tool for this

process.

The fourth chapter outlines the details of the method used to identily the degree of

geophysical vulnerability of Barguna district. The frequency data of cyclone for the

previous years was collected from secondary sources. This chapter also identifies the

high-risk zones and risk areas in the study areas and shows the stonn surge inundation

level in pervious catastrophic cyclones and the forecasted cyclone by using hydrodynamic

model.

The fifth chapter considers the socio-economic vulnerability due to cyclone based on

socio-economic parameters. The social vulnerability pattern was also validated by

damage information in catastrophic cyclone SlDR. Finally a composite vulnerability

maps was created by using GIS.

Chapter six reveals the methods of cyclone shelter planning and introduction of house

building loan at low interest rate as a solution for disaster management. This chapter also

provides some strategies to improve the low cost housing in order to withstand disaster.

Chapter seven sumrnarizes the results and provides an overview of the usefulness of the

various methods described. Suggestions for improving this research and other

considerations are described in this chapter.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical framework

2.1 Definition of Hazards and disaster

The literature on hazard, risk, exposure, and social vulnerability is voluminous and II

multitude of disciplines have contributed to this research. Hazard research is often

complicated because ofthc variety of different disciplines that have contributed to the field.

Each discipline has II slightly different perspective of the subject (Crozier 1988). It is

important to examine the different definitions that have been applied to words like hazard,

risk, and disaster.

Hazard is II naturally occurring or human-induced process or event with the potential 10

create loss (Smith, 1996). Natural hazard is defined by Burton at al. (1993) lIS 'those

elements of the physical environment harmful to Man and caused by forces extraneous to

him'. Natural hazard means the probability of occurrence within IIspecific period of time in II

give area, of a potentially damaging natural phenomenon (Crozier, 1988). Tobin and Montz

(1997) define natural hazard as the potential interaction between humans and extreme natural

events. It represents the potential or likelihood of an event. The hazard exists because

humans or their activities are constantly exposed to naturai forces. Natural halards are those

triggered by climatic and geological variability, which is at least partly beyond the control of

human activity (Palm, 1990). Mitchell (1990) defined hazard as the swn of risk, exposure,

vulnerahility, and response. Tobin and Montz (1997) describe risk as the product of the

probability of occurrence and social vulnerability.

Ball (1979) expands on the idea that "natural" disasters are not in fact natural but that they

rely on an interaction between the natural world and the human society that inhabits it. When

large nwnbcrs of people exposed to a hazard are killed, injured, or structural damage occurs,

the event is termed a disaster, although the threshold, which must be surpassed, to qualifY as

a di=ter is otten debated and therefore une1early defined (Smith, 1996). Disasters are

characterized by the scope of an emergency and WI emergency becomes a disaster when it

exceeds the capability of the local resources to manage it. Disasters often result in great

t
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damage, loss, or destruction. Disasters are defmed as a hazardous event that has had a large

impact on sodety. Unfortunately, there are no definitive boundaries (0 deknnine exactly

when a threshold ha.-;been reached such that we can categorically say, "this constitutes a

disaster" (Tobin and Montz, 1997).

2.2 Definition ofvulncrabilit)'

Recent hazard research has focused on vulnerability and the role it can play in exacerbating

or ameliorating the efTe\.-'tof disaster. The combination of geophysical risk and vulnerability

ret1ee! the degree to which societies or individuals are threatened by, or alternatively,

proteckd From, the effects, of natural hazards (UNISDR 2001). Vulnerability is therefore is a

complex tenn and difficult to define. Timmerman (1981) define vulnerability as the degree to

which a system acts adversely to the occurrence of hazardous events. The degree and quality

of the adverse reaction are conditioned by a system's resilience (a measure of the systems

capacity to absorb and recover from the disaster). Cutter (1996) defined vulnerability as the

likelihood that an individual or a group will be exposed to an adversely affected by a hazard.

It is (be interaction of the hazard of the place (risk and mitigation) with the social profile of

the communities. Clarke et al. (1998) defined vulnerability as a function of two attributes:1)

exposure (the risk of experiencing a hazardous event); and 2) coping ahility, subdivided into

resistance (the ability to absorb impact and continue functioning), and resilience (the ability

to rcoover from losses after an impact) (Islam, 2006).

Vulnerability is a human-induced situation that results from public policy and resource

availability or distribution, and it is the root cause or many disaster impacts. Indeed, research

demonstnlles that marginalized groups invariably suner most in disasters. Higher levels of

vulnerability are correlated with higher levels of poverty and with those excluded lrom the

mainstream of society.

The hazards litentlure has identified many of the components that comprise vulnerability

(e.g., Susman et al. 1983; Blaikie et al. 1994; Monte 1994; Kasperson et al. 1995; Cutter

19%a; Hewitt 1997; Tobin and Montz 1997; Mustaafa 1998). An index of vulnerability

would help to account for the dynamic characteristics of the human system. A more recent

challenge has been to address the interaction of vulnenlbility components in the context of
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multiple ha7.ard~ and risk. So far, however, no predictive, scientifically bused model that

correlates meawres of \1l1nerability with the degree of hazard impact has been developed.

Some of these studies incorporate a mullitude of geophysical threats to an area (Cutter ct al.

2000; Flax et al. 2002), encompassing measures of geophysical risk probabilities and

I'e<:llrrellCeintervals (Mont? 1994), whereas others explore the spatial extent of areas at risk

for different events (Montz and Tobin 1998; Odeh 2002). Cutter et aL (lODO) develops

quantitative indicators to represent social vulnerability and incorporates them into maps that

depict areas at risk for multiple hazards. Frequently, the objective has been to produce

indices of social vulnenlbilily and geophysical risk and ultimately provide a model of

community vulnerability. Odeh (2002) used measures of exposure (assets, population, and

resourccs) within a given region to determine 80cial vulnerahility; again, one might argue

\\1th the selection of variables and actual mea:;urements, butlhe attempt is laudable.

Many din'erent variables have been identified as possibly affecting vulnerability (Blaikie et

al. 1994), but detennining, which of them arc most significant under different conditions.has

proved elusive. Clark et al. (1998) used factor analysis, whereas others have advocated the

usc of "expert opinion." lntegniling geophysical risk and social vulnerability compounds the

methodological problems. Odeh (2002) combines the two scores (hazard and exposure) by

multiplying the two indices, whereas Montz and Evans (2001) summed the two indices.

Finally Chakraborti el ul (2005) addrcsses this research gap by focusing on a coastal eoWlty

in the state of Florida by adding the two major indices i.e; geophysical risk and social

vulnerability of community by using the UlS tool. My study also considcred the approach

followed by Chakraborty el at. A considerable change was undertaken from the study of

Chakaborti el ul (2005) in tcrms of selecting the variables of geophysical and social

vulnerability. Like previous literature of vulnerability of natur<li hazard, this study also

focused on expert opinion for selecting the variable of social vulnerability_

In undertaking such research, extcnsive use has been made of GIS. This technology IS

particularly well suited for such research because it allows for (1) the integration of multiple

data sources, including hazardous locations and vulnerable populations; (2) the geographic

representation of complex data in map form; and (3) the application of spatial analytic and
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overlay. To analy~,e social context, variables that represent various socioeconomic

characteristics are combined, either as absolute munbers, relative numbers, or quantitative

indicators of vulnerability. Similarly, data layers thaI represent various aspects of the

geophysical environment, induding hydrologic and topographic factors. are combined. The

integration ofthcsc two sets in a GIS environment provides a composite view of community

vlJlnerability to hazards.

2.3 Social Vulnerability

Although considerable research attention has examined components of biophysical

vulnerability ami the vulnerability of the built environment (Mildi, 1999), social aspects of

vulnerability are known the least. Socially created vulnerabilities are largely ignored, mainly

due to the difliculty in quantifYing them. Instead social vulnerability is most often dcseribed

using the individual characteristics of people (age, nice, health, income, type of dwelling

nnit, employment). Social vulnerability is partially the product of social inequalities-those

social factors that influence or shape the susceptibility of various groups to harm and ibat

also govern their ability to respond. However, it also includes place inequalities-those

characteristics of communities and the buill environment. such us the level of urbanization,

growth rates, and economic vitality that contribute 10the social vulnerability of places.

This article utilizes the hazards-of-place model of vulnerability (Cutter, 1996; Cutter,

Mitchell, and Scott, 2000; Hein7 Center for Science, Economics, lllld the Environment, 2002)

to examine the components of social vulnerability. The hazard potential interacts with the

Wlderlying social rabrie of the place to create the social vulnerability. The social fabric

includes socio-demographie characteristics, perception and experience with risks and

hazard~, and overall capacity to respond to hll7'ards. The social and biophysical vulnerability

elemenl1; mutually relate and produce the overall vulnerability ofibe place. The fundamental

causes of human vulnerability include a lack of access to resources, information, and

knowledge (Cutter ct al2000).

(
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Source, Cuner el a1 (2003)

fig. 2.1: The Hazards-of-Place Model ofVulnembility

Hazard e:<jXlsurcis primarily a factor of location, whereas, social ~ulncrability is dependant

on the social characteristics of the community and is less dependant on location. Total

population is an important factor for vulnerability analysis because the more people located

in a hazardous area results in greater potential exposuTC and more people to recover post

disaster. Mileti (1999) states, "as areas become more densely populated, they also.become

more exposed to hwards." The greater population density and the more difficult it is to

respond 10hazardous events in tenns of evacuation planning and disaster recovery.

Extremes of age can affect social vulnerability. The elderly may have mobility constraints or

mobility concerns increasing the burden of care and lack of resilience (Cutter et aJ. 2000 and

HewiU 1997). The elderly are more likely to suffer from illness and he dependent on the

uninlerrupted supply of medicine and direct medical care. They may suffer from a generally

lack of mobility due to age or disease and therefore be dependent on caretakers to aid in their

evacuation and recovery from hazardous evenls. The every young are dependant on llunilyor

other caretakers for food. shelter, and health issues. Therefore they may be disproportionately

vulnerable to hw..a.rds.

(
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However, many reocarchers have attempted to quantify social vulncTlIbility based on

information available through the United States Census Bureau. Clark et al. (1998) used

factor analysis to simplify the multivariate data to examine social vulnerability in River

Valley, MA to flooding hfl2ill(\s. The method of developing a social vulnerability score and

standardization methods were developed by Cutter et a!. (2000) and the same methods were

used by Emrich (2000) for vulnenlbility analysis in Hillsborough County.

2.4 Spatial Planning of cyclone sbelters in COllstal areas in Bangladesh

A master plan, prepared at the request of the Government of Bangladesh, estimated that

2,500 new cyclone shelter; are needed to provide adequate protection for the projected

population in the year 2002. Since tbis will require an investment of 300 million USD (12

billion Bangladeshi Taka), which may not be possible in the near future, a means of

identifying priority areas is needed (Chowdhury, 1998). In the early 1990s there was only

449 shelters, in 1996 it was 1816 (CSPS, 1998), and in October 2001 the total number of

shelters stood at 2033 (DMB). CEGIS conducted the survey (January - May 2004) only in

the HRA WIdfound 1705 shelters and kilJas. According to the study of CEGIS in 2004, 49

construction ageocies had built these shelters and kiHas funded by 72 different funding

agencies.

Instead of the problems, Bangladesh has a world-renowned community based eariy warning

system and has built cyclone shelters on stilts, so that the storm surge can flow underneath. In

order to protect human lives and resources In the coastal areas various mitigation measures

like formal cyclone shelters, coastal embankments, shelters, raised roads, killas etc., have

been implemented over the years since 1960s by the Government of Bangladesh (GoB) and

Non Governmental Organizations (NGOs). These shelters typically provide refuge to over

700 people and have separate spaces for women and men (MoEF, 2008). However, people

are often reluctant to go to the shelters, leaving their livestock and other assets behind.

Nevertheless, cyclone shelters in the coastal areas are inadequate and their location alloeation

is not appropriate. According to the study of Gall (2004), the factors considered most

important for establishing new accommodation centres are: their proximity to vulnerable
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population; their proximity to roads; their proximity to potential host infrastructure (schools,

health posts); their proximity to farmland; and the availability of potable water. But no study

takes into account the above-mentioned factors nor the factors related to the local context that

has signific!lrll impact on location decision.

In 2007, cyclone shelters and the very effective early warning system helped limit the

number of fatalities, to around 3,500. This is still too many but a small fraction of the loss

incurred in 1991 when some 3,00,000 lives were lost due 10the less effective early waming

system and lack of shelters. The multi-purpose cyclone shelter is a concrete example of

indigenous adaptation to ememe climatic events in Bangladesh. To reduce the sufferings of

_~ people due to natural disasters CARE Bangladesh accumulated information in an organized

and accessible database and engaged CEGIS to identify relevant data to assess the problem

and its spatial extent.

To this end social, economic and environmental factors are taken into account in producing a

decision that is more conducive to determine geophysical and social vulnerability in selected

study area. The factors can include demographics, health, education, employment etc,
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Chapter 3

Research design

Research design describes steps taken to achieve the goal and objectives uflhe study. It is

the most imperative ingredient of any research work as !he quality and the anticipated

consequences of the research depend on it and a weH-designed methodology persuade

researcher to attain goal and objectives very straightforwardly. Thus, the study was

carried out following the methods described below-

3.1 Research questions

The research questions related to the objectives were: How to a5SCSSgeophysical and

socio-economic vulnerability of different unions of 8arguna district? What are the

optimum locations for cyclone shelters in highly vulnerable ooioo(s)?

3.2 Selection of tbe study arca

The five Upanlas of Barguna districts c.g. Barguna &adar, Patharghata, Samoa, Betag;

and Amtali were considered as the study area to get factual and vivid picture of disaster

vulnerability in Barguna district.

3.3 Literature review

Relevant information was reviewed extensively. Theses, journals, articles in newspapers

and periodicals and the Internet contributed immense help to make the study well to do.

3.4 Variables Identification and data collection

Various methodologies can be deployed in order to identify the relevant parameters and

variables of the geophysical risk and social vulnerability.

In this study, the storm surge height and wind speed are considered as the two indicators

of geophysical risk and the Union level geophysical volnerability analysis was camed out

in 38 Unions of Barguna district based on storm surge height and wind speed. Probability

occurrence of cyclone based on the severity of wind speed in Barguna district was
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"
idenlititd from the historic duta of pn::vious 130 years (Fig. 3.1). 'The:data "'115collected

from Ranglooesh Metrorologiall Dqxu1ment (HMD). Joinl T}'Phoon Warning Centre

(JTWC) nnd [.iternturc sur..'cr. 'The latitude-longitude information of the cyclone track

WIISput inlo GIS to Mow how man}' C)"Clones in the previoU"l 130)=r5 "'llS passed O,'CT

the study nrea. In order to clllSSil)' the cyclone. !he Snmr-Sim~n!=1e ",ns followed

(rable 3.1) .

Flit- 3.1 &\'C1"t C)'donie tnIek!! in Banlll.dt5h C'Olulfrom the }'tlIr 1960.

Table 3.1: (;TCCA ebsslficatloll

Type Category

TropiC1l1Depression m

TropicalStorm 1'$

Hurricane

Wind speed (Knot.~)

<3'
34-63
>64

Source: Islam, 2008
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Later on, extensive literature review was conducted in order 10detennine the variables of

the social vulnerability. Characteristics those innuence social vulnerability most often

found In the literature are listed in Table 3.3, along with the relevant research that

identilied them. Among them generally accepted are age, gender, and socioeconomic

status. Other characteristics identity special needs populations or those that lack the

normal social safety nets necessary in disaster recovery, such as the physically or

mentally challenged, the homeless, transients, and seasonal tourists (Cutter et ai, 2003).

The quality of human settlements (housing type and construction, infrastructure, and

lifelines) and the built environment are also important in understanding social

vulnerability.

Table 3.3 Soeial Vulnerability Concepts and Matrix

Concept Description Increases (+) or

Decreases

1-1
Social

Vulnerability

Socio-economic Th, ability '" absorb losses ood enhance High sl3.tus(+)

~;tatus(income, resilience to hIIZlll"dirnp3cts. Weillth enables I.ow income or status (-)

political power, communitics "
,b_ ood =,~Irom

prestige) losses more quickly due to lnsumnce, social

safety nets, and entitlement programs.

Gender Women ean have a more difficult time during Women (+), Men (-)

recovery "'00 men, ,ft~ doe '" sector-

specific employment, lower wages, Md
family care responsibilities.

Ag' Extremes of the 'g' spectrum atTect
""

Elderly (+)

movement out of harm's wa~. Elderly may Children (+)
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have mobility constraints "' mobility

concerns increasing the burden of care lind

lack of resilience.

Commercial and The value, quality, and density of commercial High density (+)

industrial and industrial buildings provide an indicator High value

development of <h, .,." of economic health of , (+/-)

community, ~d potential losses m tl"

business community, and longer-term ISSUes

with recovery after an event.

Employment loss The potential loss of employment following a Employment loss (+)

disaster exacerbates <h, number of

unemployed workers
"

, oommunlty,

contributing to a slower recovery from the

disaster.

Rural/urban Rural residents may be more vulnerable duc Rural (+)

to lower incomes and more dependent on Urban (+)

locally bllSed resource extraction economies

(e.g., farming, fishing). High-dcnsity areas

(urban) complicate evacuation out of hann's

way.

Residential The value, quality, and density of residentIal Residential property (-)

properly construction ,ff"" potential losses ~d

recovery. Expensive homes on the coast are

costly to replace; mobile homes are easily

destroyed and less resilient to hazards.

Infrastructure loss or sewers, bridges, water, Extensive infrastructure

and lifelines communications, ~d transportation (+)

infrastructure compounds potential disaster

losses. The loss of infrastructure may place an

insurmountable financial burden on smaller

conununities that lack the financial resources

o-
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to rebuild.

Occupation Some occupations, especially those involving Professional or

resource eX\['lK,'tion,may be severely impacted managerial (-)

by a hazard event. Self-employed fisherman Clerical or laborer (+)

suffers when their means of production is lo~i Service sector (+)

"d m,y not have the requisite capital to

resume work in a timely fashion and thus will

seek alternative employment. Those migrant

workers ~"''''''m agriculture Md low-

skilled service jobs may similarly suffer, as

disposable income lades and the need fm

services declines.

Family structure Families with large numbers of dependents or High birth rates (+)

single-parent households often have limited Large families (+)

finances to OU/sourcecare for dependents, and Single-parent households

ili" mllst juggle work responsibilities Md (+)

~ for family members. All ,ff"" ili,
resilience to and recovery from hazards.

Education Education is linked to socioeconomic status, LillIe education

with higher educational attairnnent resulting (+)

in greater lifetime earnings. lower education Highly educated (-)

con~irains the ability to understand warning

information and access " recovery

infonnation.

Population Counties experiencing ""pid g'Owili lack Rapid growth (+)

,,"wili available quality housing, Md <b, social

services network may not have had time to

adjust to increased populations.,
Medical services Health care providers, including physicians, Higher density of

nursing homes, and hospitals, are important medical (-)

post-evcnt w,= of relief. Th, lack of

•.. ,
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proximate medical services will lengthen ,

immediate relief Md longer-tenn recovery

from disa.>ters.

Social Those people who are totally dependent eo High dependence (+)

dependence social services foc survival = already Low dependence (-)

economically and socially marginalized and

require additional support in the post-disaster

period.

Special needs Special """, populations (infirm, Large special needs

populations institutionalized, transient, homeless), while population (+)

difficult '0 identifY Md measure, =
disproportionately affected during disasters

and, because of their invisibility m

communities, mostly ignored during recovery.

50U=: Cutttr, Boruff. ""d Shuler (2001); HelDz Center for Sc'eJlee, EconomIcs, and tbe Environment (2002).

However, there is a general consensus within the social science community aboul some

of the major factors that influence social vulnerability such as lack of access to resources

(including infonnation, knowledge, and technology); limited access to political power

and representation; social capital, including social networks and connections; beliefs and

customs; building stock and age; frail and physically limited individuals; and type and

density of infrastructure and lifelines (Cutter, 200la; Tierney, Lindell, and Perry, 2001;

Putnam, 2000; Blaikie et aI., 1994). In contrast, disagreements arise in the selection of

specific variables 10represent these broader concepts.

Based on the literature, correlation with disaster damage and expert opinion, sixteen

variables of social vulnerability were identified under three parameters such as

population and structure characteristics, access to resource, and population with special

evacuation needs (Table 3.4). Population Census 2004.was the souree in this regard.

!
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Report on Multiputpose

cyclone sheller program

(1993), National survey

1. High risk area

2. Risk area

Table 3.4. Variables Matrix used to determine social vulnerability

Characteristics Variables (Weighted) Source

(Weighted)

Geo-physical

risk

on current status on

shelters and developing

and operational CYSMIS

(2004).

Socioeconomic

variables

Population and

strucrnres Jndex

(PSI) (40)

J. Total population (20)

2. Total number of Jhupri house (5)

3. Total number ofKatcha house (5)

4. TOlal nwnber of semi-pucca house (5)

5. Population involved in agriculture (5)

Bangladesh Bureau of

Statistics: Community

Series (200 I)

Do

Do

Do

Differential

access to

resources Index

(DARI)(30)

l. Total number ofhouschoJds with no safe

drinking water (I 0)

2. Total number of households with no hygienic

sanitation (3)

3. Total numberofhouscholds with no

electricity connection (2)

4. Unavailability of puce a road in KIn (5)

5. Unavailability of health care establishments

(5)

Do

Do

Local Government

Engineering Department

(WED)

Do



Population with

special

Evacuation needs

Index (PSENI)

(30)

6. Unavailability of Bank (5)

7. Unavailability of food Godown (1)

8. Unllvailability growth centers (3)

J. Total number of people below 5 year age

(10)

2. Total number of people above 60 years age

(10)

3. Disable population (10)

24

Do

Do

Do

Do

Do

National Forum of

Organizations Working

with the Disabled

(NFOWD) (2006)

Later on, damage data of catastrophic SIDR 2007 were collected from the Amtali,

Barguna Sadar, Bamna, Betagi and Plltharghata Upazila Parlshad Office under 24

variables (Table 35).

Disaster

Damage

Index

(DOl) (20)

Table 3.5: Variables of Disaster Damage Index (DOn

I. Affected area (sq. km.) (1)

2. Tota! number of dead people (8)

3. Total n"mbcr ofaITected people (1.5)

4. Total number of fully damaged house (1)

5. Total number of partially damaged house (1)

6, Monetary value ofHvestock damage (TK) (I)

7. Monetary value of poultry damage (TK) (I)

8. Monetary value of fully and partially damaged crops (TK)

(2.5)

9. Monetary damage of fisheries (TK) (1.3)

10. Monetary damage of power line (TK) (0.1)

field survey

(2008) from
union parishad

office.

Do

Do

Do

Do

Do

Do

Do

Do

Do

•

,
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11. Monetary damage ofteJecommunication (lK) (0.2) Do

12. Total length of fully damaged pucea roads (Ian) (0.2) Do

13. Total length of partially damaged PUcal roads (km) (O.l) Do

14. Total length of fully damaged katcha roods (Ian) (0.1) Do

15. Total length of partially damaged kateha roads (Jan) (0.1) Do

16. Total length of damaged embankment (Jan) Do

17. Monetary value of damaged plants and trees (lK) (0.1) Do

18. Total number of partially damaged educational institutions Do

(D.l)

19. Total number offully damaged educational institutions Do

20. Total number of damaged mosque (0.1) Do

21. Total number of damaged deep tubewells (l.0) Do

22. Total number of damaged shallow tubcwells (0.2) Do

22. Total numberof ponds (0.3) Do

23. Monetary value of damaged trawlers, boats and nets (0.3) Do

24. Monetary value of damaged cottage industries (0.2) Do

Finally, the c,,:isling location and structural condition of cyclone shelters, location of

primary and high schools were collected from the Local Government Engineering

Department of the Ministry of Local Government Rural Development and Cooperatives.

3.5 Data analysis

3.5.1 Measuring geophysical risk

Geophysical risk zones for cyclone and tropical storms were defined using the study of

'Multipurpose Cyclone Shelter Program (MCSP)' (BUET and BlDS, 1993) and 'National

survey on Current Status on Shelters and Developing and Operational CYSMlS' (CEGlS,

2004). 1n addition, storm surge inundation data for the next fifty years were simulated by

applying MIKE 21 with the assistance of Institute for Water Modeling. Later on, the

outcomes of the storm surge inundation model were verified with the field level data

collected from the local people by applying participatory approach of questionnaire

survey.
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3.5.2 Measuring Social Vulnerability for Evacuation A.~si8tancc

This study identified three specific characteristics of the social vulnerability such liS

population and structural attributes, access to resources, and special evacuation needs

because of physical disability and age.

Several methods have been suggested to compute composite vulnerability measures on

the basis of multiple variables. Some incorporate weighting systems (Lowry at af. 1995;

Montz and Evans 2001) those reflect the relative contributions of the variables under

srndy, while others are based on indices with differing elements that contribute to them

(Cutter et a1. 2000; Montz 2000). Chakraborty and others (2005) modified the procedure

developed by Cutter at 0/. (2000) to formulate an index to measure the social

vulnerability oftha population for evacuation assessment needs at the block group level.

This study has also applied the procedure adopted by Chakraborty and others (2005).

However, the methodology used to compute the 'socio-eeonomic vulnerability for

evacuation assistance index' (SEVEAJ) for each union in the study area ean be

swnmarized as follows (Appendix 1):

Step I. Weights in ilte scale of 100 were assigned to each variables based on the local and

expert opinions. The experts are the professionals who were involved in tbe previous

work "Multipurpose Cyclone Program" in 1993 and the other experts are recently

working in the revised sludy of the cyclone shelter planning in the coastal areas in

Bangladesh in 2009. Moreover opinion of civil engineers, planners and water resource

engineers were considered very vigilantly. Finally the opinion of the officials who are

working on the UpazHa parisad and Water Development Board in Barguna district were

considered.

Step 2. For each variable i, ratio of the variable in eacb union to the total nwnber of that

variable in the union R was determined. In case of 'Direct Access to Resources',

deprivation of resource in each union was first determined.
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Step 3. Standardized social.economic vulnerability for evacuation index SVEAl for

variable i u-~ingthe maximum mlio value Rmax observed in the union was computed.

SVEAJi =RilRmax

Step 4. To combine multiple variables in the assessment of socio-economic vulnerability,

weighted mean of the vulnerability indices was calculated by dividing the sum of

weighted index values of all variables by the number of variables II considered. SVEAI =

LW, '" SVFAI, In

The values ofSVEAl range from 0 10 I and arc not influenced by the number o[variables

included in the computation. Higher scores for this index indicate greater vulnerability

for the unions. Although each socioeconomic variable can be examined independently,

the average of all measures provides a general overview of socio-economic vulnerability

for any union within the district and is more useful for the emergency management

community than individual factors are.

Four alternative approaches were derived for grouping the variables to calculate soci~

economic vulnerability and for examining the spatial distribution of each approach within

the study area. Each grouping approach represents a combination of socia-economic

variables from Table 1. These characteristics are listed below, along with the number of

variables associated with eacb approach:

• Approacb I: Population and structure (five variables),

• Approach 2: Differential access to resources (eight variables),

• Approach 3: Special evacuation needs (three variables), and

• Approach 4: An three characteristics (16 variables).

Later on, the damage data of catastrophic SIDR 2007 were collected from the Amtali,

Barguna Sadar, Bamna, Betagi and Patharghata upazilas under 24 variables (Table 2).

Like the socio-economic vulnerability index, Disaster Damage Index was calculated aner

giving the weight of20. Before calculation ofDDI, weight of each variable was assigned

based on the expert opinions.
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Finally, each approach of the socio-economic vulnerability analysis was combined with

the Disaster Damage lodex in order to compare the existing scenario of socio-economic

vulnerability, the intensity of damage Of loss in the unions ufthe Bargona district!llld the

composite picture ofvulnerabiJity.

3.5.3 Spatial planning of cyclone shelter

Required number of shelters for highest vulnerable union was located optimally based on

the weight of population and distance. The number of shelters depends on the existing

stock of shelters and the number of population exposed to risk. The database that is

required for the optimum location of cyclone shelters were collected from literature

review, local peoples' opinion and secondary survey.

Table 3.6. Variables Mlltlil: used to dctenninc optimum location of cyclone sbelten

Variables Source

Present number of population in Barguna

district, Parawisc (community) population in

Barabagi union

Growth rate

Primary School attendance

Secondary school attendance

Number ofPucca household

Growth rale ofpucca household

Determination of the catchment area

Existing cyclone shelter location and capacity

Space requirementJpcrson for shelter
Map of Para (commWlity)

Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics:

Community Series (200 I).

Do

Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics:

CommWlity Series (200 I)

Do

Do

Based on the opinion of the local population

Field survey, 2008
Rcport on Multipurpose cyclone shelter
program (1993)
Upazila Parisad office, AmtaJi

3.6 Rec:ommendation and conclusion

Based on the finding of the data analysis, possible structural and non-structural

recommendations were outlined as the prc-disa.ster mitigation measures in order to reduce

the vulnerability and exposure to the risk, and help the emergency di$llStcr management

planners.
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Chapter 4

Geophysical \'ulnerabilit)' of cyclone in Barguna district

From time \0 time. in dc~gning or IlS5eSsrng the: adequacy of facilities to withstand the

dlunIIging effects of naruml hnznrd~, it is appropriate to reelCamine the topic of llCcepUlblc

risk. In case of llSscssing the geoph)'liiClll risk of t)oclone in the mOOyllten, geophysical

vulnerability Plllllysis is conducted in this chapter by applying:;tonn sull:lc modeling.

Cyt:lones ~ synoptic scull: events thlIllm affected by nnd influence the environment over II

IlIl'gt ami in the seale orover 1000 kIn (Maniruzzmnon, 1997). 1lIe satellite image in Fig. 4.1

IIDd4.2 showing the cloud co,'em! cyclone ",ith symmc:tricaJ cireular shape. It rcmh'CS in n

counter clod.~isc direction in thl: IIOnhcm hemi!iphere and in the opposite direction in lite

southern hemisphere. The center of the storm is cnIm and high \\;nd occurs at the distnnce

from il.

FIg. 4.1 Super cyclone SIDH durin!: IS~
N(l\'cm~r. 2007

HI:. 4.2 Ph)'!kll structure of DC)'ciODl:

Wind tends to flow from Bml.S of high pressure 10 the oreas ••••'here pressure is lowcr.

Moreover. in the northern hemisphere. the highest \\intI speed is observed on the right of tile

trnek because of the effect of the c)"clone itself. After Inndfnll, the friction experienced o~'er

hmd slows the speed of cyl:lonc:. The C}"Clonesin the GTCCA (Global Tropical C)'Clone

Climatic Atlas) datnba.~ are c1assifi~ into three categories such as tropical depression (\\;nd

speed I~ than 34 l'lKlts), tropical storm (\\ind speed 34-63 knots) and hunicane (\\;nd spoed

grenter than 64 knots). Furthmnore. World Meteorological OrgnniZlltion clllSSified tile

cyl:lones into st\'CTl cntegories for its ponel oountries such lIS low-~sure IIrell, depression,

1\.}
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cyclone storm, severe cyclonic storm, severe \.-}'clonicstorm with a core of hurricane wind,

very severe cyclonic storm, and super cyclonic storm (Table 4.1),

Table 4.1: Clanification of cyclones

Weather system
I. Low pressure area
2. Depression

).Cyclone storm

4. Severo cyclonic storm

5.Severe cyclonic storm with a core of
Hurricane wind
6. Very severe cyclonic storm

7. Super cyclonic storm

Maximum ""furl speed
Wind speed tess than 17 knots (31 km/hr)
Wind speed between 17-33 knots (31 kmIhr
and 61 kmIhr)
Wind speed between 34 and 47 knots (62-88
kmlhr)
Wind speed between 48 and 63 knots (89-118
km/hr)
Wind speed 64 knots (J 19kmfhr) or more

Wind speed between 64 and 119 knots (ll9
and 221 km/hr)
Wind speed 120 knots and above (222 kmlhr)

Source Islam, 200&

According to the catc,,'ories of cyclone by GTCCA, 39 tropical depressions, 52 tropical

storms and 26 hurricanes hit the land of Bangladesh during the period of 1877 to 2003 (Islam,

2008). Based on this information. the cyclone track was developed for Barguna district.

Moreover the track: of super cyclone SIDR was identified from the information of Bangladesh

Meteorological Department (BMD). It is revealed that during the peried of 1877 to 2007, 35

stonns have track in Barguna district (Table 4.2 and Fig. 4.3).

Table 4.2: List of hi storie storm traek in BarguDa District (1877-2007)

y-
1887
1888
1890 June
I 890 October
1895
19B
1916
1917
1919

"",<m
1924

Cyclone lype
TO
"TO
"34-47 Knots
TO

"TO
TO
TO
TO
TO

Ye ••.

''n"1929
1932
1937
1938 May
1938 August
1941 Jun.
1941 July
1941 August
1950
1958
1959

Cyclone type
TO
TO
TO
T'
TU
TU
TO
TO
TS
TD
TO
TO

Y<.

""""''''''''1970
1974
1977
1988 Oct
1988 Nov
1997
2007

Cyclone type
TS (60 Knots)
ID
(34-47 Knots)
T'
130 Knots
75 Knots
TS (60 Knot')
TS (35 Knots)
Ito Knots
65 Knols
133 Knots

Sour"", lslam, 2008

•
••
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Cy,'"' I,,,. WHhin50Mles .l.~

Fig 4.3: Cyclone trllck of Bllrgunll District from the year 1877 to 2007

Later on, based on the frequency of cyclone, probability of C}-clone occurrence in Barguna

district was determined for the return period of 10, 20, 50 and 100 years (Table 4.3). The

probability of cyclone occurrence revealed that the probability of super cyclone storm in

Barguna district during the return period of 10 years, 20 years, 50 years and 100 years is

0.1339,0.2290,0.3599 and 0.33\ 3 respectively (Table 4.3).

Table 4.3: Ptobability of Cyclone in Barguoll District

Source: Calcula!ed by lhe author, 2009

T , 10 , Percent 20 . Percent 50 Percent 100 '" Percent

Severe 0.187 18.7 0.2963 29.63 0.3674 36.74 0.228 22.80

Cyclonic
,lorm
V,ry 0.\87 18.7 0.2963 29,63 0.3674 36.74 0.228 22.80

Severo
Cyclonic
storm
Super 0.1339 13.39 0.2290 22.90 03599 35.99 0.3313 33.13

Cyclone
Storm

•
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Thus the geophysical risk of cyclone is based on the two parameters such as wind speed and

storm surge. The wind speed and storm surge parameters were calculated based 00 the wind

fit model and storm surge model respectively.

4.1 Frequency lInalysis of DnnUldmuimum cyclonic wind speed in the Bay of Bengal

The description of a cyclone is based on few parameters related to the pressure field,

which is imposed on the water surface and a wind field is acting as a drag force on the

water b<X!ythrough a wind shear stress description. The pressure field creates a loca/level

set up close to the eye up to one metre only. Whereas the wind shear contributes more to

the surge giving a level set up on the right side of the eye and a level set down on the left

side. A reasonable description of maximum wind and especially the e"tent of the high

winds in the cyclone is important to obtain the right level set up and sel down. Cyclone

eye is almost circular and it coincides with the area of lowest pressure (maximum pressure

drop) where the cyclonic wind speed is nearly zero. During the last two decades a

considerable amormt of researches has been carried out for modeling of cyclone wind field

and the general conclusion is that the following parameters describe the wind fields quite

well:

• Radius to maximum winds, Rm

• Maximwn wind speed, Vmra

• Cyclone track, forward speed Vjand direl.-1:ion

The wind field consists ofa rotalionaland a translational component. At a distance, R, from

the center of the cyclone the rotational wind speed, Vr, is given as:

V, = Vmax.(R I Rm).' exp7(l- R I Rm) for R<Rm

Vr = Vmax.exp((O.0025Rm+ 0.05)(1- RI Rm)

The translational component, Vt,is given as

VI= -0.05.vj. -cos~

for R'2:.Rm
(4.1)

(4.2)

Where, is the angle between the radial ann and the line of maximwn wind.

Thus, the total wind speed, V, is given as

V=Vr+Vt (4.3)

•
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Considering the above concepts of wind speed, BUET-BIDS studies (1993) oollected data of

cyclonic wind speed from the year 1960 from Bangladesh Meteorological Department

(HMD) and fitted the wind data to the Gumbel distribution employing the method of

maximum likelihood. The fitted distribution of wind speed for the coast of Bangladesh at 90

percent confidence limit is given below:

VT = 100.53- 40.10[-ln(1-1/T)]:l: 16.8CI' (4.4)

Where VT is the cyclonic wind ~ll=i (km/hr) in the Bay of Bengal that app=hcs

Bangladesh coast corresponding to the return period T years, and OJ=).4055, 1.7195, 2.1383

and 2.4574 for T=10, 20, 50 and 100 years respectively.

According to the study, the predicted wind speed for the Barguna district for 10, 20, 50 and

100 years return period were 165 kmlhr, 195 kmlhr, 223 km/hr, 261 km/hr and 289 kmIhr

respectively. Furthennore, the wind field model was run and validated by the Institute for

Water Modeling (IWM) for the severe \"-ydones that affect the Bangladesh coast.

Among the severe cyclones, the cyclones during 1970 and 2007 having wind speed of 203

kmlbr and 240 kmIhr respectively hit Barguna district. On the other hand, BUET-BIDS

studies (1993) predicted the wind speed of26lkmiJrr for the 50 years return period that is the

highest category (CAT5). This is why; the present study has been conducting based on the

super cyclone SIDR. Later on, the wind field was generated by using MIKE 21 software for

the wind speed 261 km/hr (Fig. 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4).
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Fig. 4.1: Pr«Iicted wind f",ld mood for the co~tof R.ng!lId"h.
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fi~".4: Wind fi~ld model (or tht roast of Blnl!:lad~b during SIPR 2007.

4.2 Stann surge ,'ulnenbili.,.
Storm surges IU"e rnpid sen le,'rl Vluiations induccd by cyclone ",iOO fields. Cyclonic storms

affecting the ooastnl region of Bangladesh cause helIvy loss of life Illld property. The coastal

regiollll bordering the 93)' of BcngII.\ suffa the worst because most of the tropical cyclones

have ~! over the Bay of Bengal and strike the coast of Bangladesh. About onc.tenlh of

the global total cyclones forming in differc:nl n:giom; of the lrOpics ~ur in the: Boy of

Bengal (IWM. 20(7). Abotn one-sixth of tropical stonns gencmled in !he Bay of Bengnl

USUlIllyhit the Bllngl~h 00lISl. In mnny ClL';CSthe observed l1U1Ximum••••"tIter Ie'"rl wa.~4.

12m and the death toll WllS 10,000 to 30.0000 (IWM. 2007). The main fnctors contributing to

disa<;troll5 surges in the Ray of Bengal. espccinlly in Bangludesh ~ (a) sh.nIlow and wide

eontinentnl shelf (Fig 4,5 and 4.6) (b) eonvergence of the BIlY, (c) high astronomicnl tides (d)

thickly populated low l)'ing isllllld IIlld (I) complex coastline and number of inlets induding

one ofthc: worlds hugest river system Gnnga_Bruhmapulrll_Meghna.

-[]t
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1=1-

500=: IWM(2001)

FiJt. 4.5: Wide lind Sh.Il"",' contlnental.htlr in the C:Oll-~tof Bay of Ikng.L

ElCVDIiOll in meter (PWD)
~ <1m c::::I 3_6m •...• IO-12ml:::l <I0.S0mr-1 i.2m_ 6-7m ~ 12-1Sml::3 SO-60m1:::1 2-3m_ '_8m ~ IS-20m_ 6O_70m
~ 3_4m_ 8.9m ~ 20_30m_ 70-80m
E:::I <I- .5m c::::I 9 - 10m J::::I 30 - 40 m c...J No Dab!

Sourtt': PWD (W07)
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However, tides and cyclonic storm surges are gradually varied unsteady flow and the water

movement can be described by the long wave equations. The equations are based on the

conversion of mass and momentum. These can be expressed us;

h aPa-fp VV n~~o
a a ~ fYW ax ""'1

Wh=

H= Elevation of the water surface above datum (ill);

p, q=Flux density (m 'Is/rn) in the x and y direction respectively;

h=Depth of water (m);

C=Chczy roughness coefficient (m 1/' Is)

n =Corioliscoefficient(s-')

v x' V y = Components of the wind velocity, V, in the x and y direction respectively;

f.=Wind friclion factor

(3.6)

For greater accuracy, effect of momentum dispersion (eddy), source of sinks, and evaporation

can also be included in the above equations.
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The equations are USUlI.11ysolved by expressing the partinl derivatives as finite: difrttCiict:S.

For this purpose. the model area was divided into fl number of grilb using II suitllblc: distance

steli. Thl:n: are scvrnl1 variations in the nwnerical model depending on how the grid

schematiution is made (squart' grid. a1temnle grid. etc.) and how the finite dilTc.tlli;t;S llJ'e

"fOtmUlnted at II grid point. This process =lts 0 system of simultllllcOus finite differences

equations for 11time step. TIle simultaneous equations can be solved with appropriate

boundary conditioIl!l using suitllblc: IlIgorithm for mlItrix con\~on.llo",~er. along the open

wlIter boundnry. Wliler level ",-as specified Ill.every grid point as a function of time. Depth of

:;enbed \\o'll!l specified at every grid point in the model IlrClI.using Bathymdric charts (Fig.

4.7). The friction coefficients ••••.-ere adjusted during Clllibration p,o«::>s when: computed wnter

levels y,~ compared with the observed "''titer level, .

-

•
•

•

•
I.
•
•

•
•

• • • •- - - -

_.~
1
-,.,
••••••• •••..-••_.

Source: IWM (2007)
Fig.4.7: N~nl blthymnry of Bny of Iknpl Model

1be storm surge model is the combination of CycloTtC and lIydrodyrwnic models. For

simulating the storm SUJgCand usocintlXl flooding, ~y of Bengal model based on MIKE21

b)'dmdynamic modeling S)"Stemha~ been adopted. The MIKE 21 modeling system includes

If:,-nam.ical~imu1l1.tionof flooding nnd drying proces!ltS. which is very importllnt for fl renlistic

simulation of flooding in the COlIStD.I mal and inundation. '11tcmodel set-up comprises model

grid, bathymetry. modelling pnrameter3 and cnIibrotion,

i-/.. _ "II'"
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The model had been calibrated and validated by IWM for storm surge inundation for several

severe cyclones in Bangladesh. In this study, the model was calibrated for the predicted

cyclone after 50 years having the wind speed 261 km/hr. The extraction points were selected

because oflbeir locations in the three main rivers in Barguna district. These points are Point 1

at Harinkhola River, Point 2 at Balcshawr River, Point 3 at Bishkhali River and Point 4 at the-;;;cOnfluences of the three rivers (Fig. 4.8). The SIIIb'e levels of these four points were

calculated for the year 1970 (Fig. 4.9), 2007 (Fig. 4.10) and wind speed 0£261 krn/hr (Fig.

4.1] ).

,

Fig.4.8: Extraction point for storm surge
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Fig. 4.9: Surge level at the four points for the

eydooc J 970.

Fig. 4.10: Surge level at the four points for the

eydoue2007.
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Fig. 4.11: Time series surge level at the four points for the predicted cyclone during high

tide having wind speed 261 km/br.

Along with the modeling of storm surge, a recormaissance survey was conducted to collect

the information of storm surge during SIDR al the union level ofBarguna district. The survey

was conducted by the recall of the memory of the local people of the unions. The surge depth

",-as estimated at the field, with respect to the permanent objects such as, building, trees etc.

The maximum distance of surge line from the coast i.e. the maximwn distance up to which

surge water reached was estimated at the field through the discussion with the local people

(Table 4.4 and 4.5) and from the model study (Fig. 4.12, 4.13, and 4.14).

Table 4.4: Stonn !urge flooding ofthe fully inundated unioml ofBllrguna district during

SIDR2007.

Full inwlIlate<! unions Full inundated unions

Uoion Distance of the Approxim Union Distam:. of Approxim
furth.st ate surge Upazila the furth.st ale surge

Upazila bouodary from depth (m) ",,~..., depth (m)
theeoosl(km) from lhe

coos! (km)

-, PlUmlShava " '''' Barguna A,. 43.79 2.13

"""
,_.

Amtali " 3.66 Badarkhali 26.62 3.66A •• ;; 3.66 BurirCbar 36.35 6.71

~

.

'" 2.13 Dhalna 20.77 3.05•"'" .
17.66 6.71 Gaurkharma 1421 2.13

Chowra I 37.41 6.10 Keorabtmia 35.46 2.13
Gulisakhali 46.92 6.10 M. Baliatali 30.07 7.62
Haldia 36.62 '.M Nallona 14.08 7.62
Karaibaria 23.81 '.M ". Paurashava 13.32 6.10

•
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•
KlI"'-ua «.10 . ).(15 •••• C1wDuanti 2M& 6.71

"'""" 29.ll 7.62 K,le/lirJo 22.67 ••••
KonJia

~ N•••• "'" 25.15 '~1 "'- 16,26 9.15
N 13.32 9.IS I KAnthahl.li ".w 6.11l

29.71 .~1
Source: Field SIII'Ye)'.2001

Table 4.5: Siorm SUIl:C fioodina oflhc- part!.U)'inundated unlon~ of Bll~n. dbtrlct

during SIDR 2007.

"..•• Uniou Disla:nce of the fl>lthesl App""dmae ourgc depth (m)

- rn

~ from lhe COIlU

'.0••.n
••.n '2

BibidJini 72,81 '2
B•••• MInIl'Ildar 55.74 '.0"...•.. 61.86 0.91
IWirab;od 5.021 0.91
M""" 61.03 ,.12
s.mtwnuri 49.55 2.13

'- "- 55.&0 , .12
Bubbullia 56.43 , .12

•••••• 46.51 '"
I~ "." '"'....- :W.U I.l)".•. 1.13

~ <0.26 •.W
Source:Field~. 2008

Inundatio . after landfafE

Sou=: lWM (2007)

Fig. 4.12: Inund.tlonofHuJtun. dl~trict .~r landf.ll ofSIDR during 2007.

•

,
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Sou=: IWM(2001)

)o'ig. 4.13: Inundation of Blrgunll district .fter Iandf.1I of C)'door du ring 1970.
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FiJt.4.14: Inundation ofBllrgunn di!ltritl dltr Ilndr.U of p~it1tdC)'dont.
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l'Bble 4.4 and 4.5 IllId Fig. 4.14 l'evelIll!lB!lhcre is II relationship betwa:n tile diS\.llllcc from

the co:lSl of the unions and the surge hight. Neverthele-ss there l\l'e some devilltion,.. It i~

;mportmlt to note thai the I'CllSOnofthc deviation of the surge depth with the distance from

the COll5Iis due to the number of inlets in the Bnrgunll di!itriet (Fig. 4.15). The unions mide

river nooded highl)' during SIDR because of tile o\'mooping and embankment failure (I'ig.

4.16).

1\"•Ii,r: .JLIiiII3 III

t f

r~ 4.15: Compllmon •••ith anloo distanre from lhe toll-rt lIod their su~e height

L

•

•• •••••
. t

Source: Ilo'ARPO{1OOS1

fig. 4.16: F,mbankmnt of the collltlli di5trlc:'h 10Blloflbdnh.
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Thus, it can be said that there is a significant difference between the model study for the

Super cyclone SIDR and the field data. According to the model study, the flood level for

cyclone SIDR varies in between O.5tu-1.Om. But in case of real life scenario the range varies

from approximately 1.oOm to 9JJOm. Moreover the surge level for the predicted cyclone is

between 1m to above 6.Om. It is noted that the field data may be estimated because the data

was collected based on the field level response of the local people of the study area.

In recapitulation, it can be said that in this chapter the geophysical risk of the study area was

evaluated based on the storm surge attribute of the cyclone. By driving the model of storm

surge, the study area was classified in various inundation levels. The succeeding chapter will

focus on the socio-economic vulnerability analysis by deriving Population and Structure

Index, Direct Access to Resource Index and Population Evacuation Needs Index .

,
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Chapter 5

Socio-economic vulnerability analysis of Barguna district

The literature on assessment of social vulnerability has identified several characteristics

that contribute to differential ability for coping with, and recovering from, natural

hll7.ards. Frequently mentioned traits include age, physical and mental disabilities, family

structure and social networks, income and material resources, housing and built

environment, and infrastructure and lifelines (Clark et al. 1998). Some of these attributes

can also be used to understand and measure the mobility and evacuation assistance needs

of a community.

For this research, social vulnerability was measured using four different approaches. as

detailed previously. Substantial spatial variability exists in characteristics used to defme

socio-economic vulnerability. Based on the category of risk by BOET -BIDS (fig 5.1),

more than 65 percent of total population and 74 percent of total land area of Barguna

district are exposed to risk zone (Table 5.1). Table 5.1 depicts that Amtali Upazila is

highly vulnerable in which 19.50 percent population of Barguna district are living.

Moreover, population vnlnerability ofBarguna Sadar and the Patharghata Upazila is also

high (Table 5.3).
Table 5.1: Area and population e:xpOSIll"eto risk in Barguna district

"

Source: Calculate<! by author, 2009

Variables Hi Risk zone Risk zone Risk free zOne

Population N='= 417599 141494 289461

p- o 49.21 16.67 34.11

Are, Total S . KIn 940.37 212.55 354.49

p- re 62.38 14.10 23.52

Table 5.2: List of Unions in High-risk areas.

24.34% 15.31%

Upazila

Amtali

Barguna

S""'"

Total
Unions

10

II

Unions in High
risk area
Barabagi,
Karaibaria,
Pancha Karalia,
Arpagashia,
Amtali, llaldia-
Total 6 nos.
M.
Baiiatali,Naltona,

"'"(%)
73%

60.35%

Unions in
High risk area
Chowra,
Arthapargashia
(part)"2 nos.

Ayla Patakata
(part),

Are,
(%)
11.9%

Risk free
area(%)
16.31%

I
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Dhalua, Barguna, Baradkhali,

Burirchar (part), Gurirchatnna-3

Keorabunia-6 nos. '"'
B_ 4 Nil Nil Dauatala-l 29.15% 70,5%

N",
&mg' 7 Nil Nil Sarisumari 16.67% 83.33%

(part)-l nos

Patharghata 7 Patharghata, 100% Nil Nil Nil

Kalmegha, Char
Duatni,
Nachnapara,
Kukchira,
Raihanpur,
Kantaltaii"7 nos.

Sourtt: Calculated by author, 2009

Table 5.3: Population exposure in high-risk areBll and risk zones.

Upazila Tom! Unions in High Popula! Unions in Populat Risk free

Unions risk area ion(%) High risk area ion(%) ~
Popn-
(%)

Amtali 10 Flarabagi, 69.90% Cbowra, 9.18% 20.92%

Karaibaria, Pancha Arthapargashia

Karalia, (part)-2 nos.

Arpagashia,
Amtali, Haldia-
Total 6 nos.

Barguna 11 M. 49.54% Ayla Patakata 28.30"10 22.16%

S"""' Sal iatali,Naltona, (port),
LJhalua, Barguna, Baradkhali,

Burirchar (part), Gurirchamna-3

Keorabunia-6 nos. '"B=m 4 Nil Nil Dauatala-l 23.79% 76.321%

N"
Betagi 7 Nil Nil Sarisumari 16.67% 83.33%

(parO-! nos

Patharghata 7 p,- 100% Nil Nil Nil

Kalmegha, Char
Duatni,
Nachnapara,
Kakchira,
Raihanpur,
Kantaltali-7 nos.

Source: Calculat.d by author, 2009

•
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So\lrCe: RUhT-RIDS, 1993
Fig. 5.1: Hiltb rbk llrel1 lind mk lonc

1be socio-cconomic vulnernbility of different unions of Barguna district y;us e:umincd

by npplying I~ I'opulation and Stmctul1ll lnd~ (PSI), Direct Ace:es:'lto Resource Index

(DARl). Population EvacUlition Need Index (PENI) and Composite Index (el) (Appendix

A).

5.1 Social volncl'1Ibillt,. bawd on popu"lion lind ,tmrturr:
The Population and StroeIuml Index (PSI) of socilll vuloembi1ity indil2tc: ~ potential

Wncs of cyclone diSllStC'fin rc~CIUJCeof population. bouse slr\ICt1=S (jhupri, klltCM and

semi -pucca) and deprnd= on ogricultura1 IlCtivity. PSI in Fig. 5.2 shows tMl Barnbagi

union of Amtali upu.zilll is lhe highest \lIlncmble 8J'ClI",ithin lhc geo-physicnl riskncss

zone. While PllthnrghaUl, Knlmegha. Hnldia and Gounchanum unioM lll'l:within the high

vulllC1'llblezone lIS••••1:11 !IShigh geo-physicul riskncss 7..onc. In addition, Balilltali, panc/u'l

K.arolia, Char Dunnti. Dhalua. Burir C1mrme in the medium vulnemblc: 7.Dlle (Fig. 5.2).

"".
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,
PercentInlin

agrIculture

Table 5.4: Percentage distribution of population, house strudure and households in
II riculture

Vulnerability opulation Percent Structural condition of houses
cia"

,~ 604)1 1.12 2452 m 2-86 11431 ,W
odium 402414 47.42 16719 1034 19.48 71816 49.61

"' 84909 10.01 3501 '" 4,08 15257 10.54

" " 65426 7.71 ,•.., 1511 lU8 8557 5.91
Solll'C": Calculated by author, 2009

,

A significant portion (72.26 percent) of population is living within the delineated geo-

physical high risk. and risk zones indicated lISred IIUU'ks and blue marks respectively (Fig.

5.2). Among them 7.71 percent, 10.01 percent and 47.42 percent population are living in

the highest (Barabagi union), high (Patharghata, Kalmegha, Haldia and Gaurichamna

unions) and medium VlI!nerable regions (Baliatali. Pancha Karalill, Char Duanti. Dhalua,

BunT Char) in respect of PSI. On the other hand, 6.09 percent, 7.05 percent 28.48 percent

of jhupri, kntcha and semi-pucca houses are within the highest vulnerable region (Table

5.4 and Fig. 5.2).

Source: Prepared by author, 1009 Sou",e, Prepared by author. 2009

Fig 5.2:Social vulnerability OfBarguPll
district based on population and structure
(pSI).

Fig 5.3: Social vulnerability ofBarguna
district based on differential i1lXe!lS to
resource (DARI).
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5.2 Social vulnerability based on Direct Access to Resource

Direct Access to Resource Index (DARJ) indicates that Naltona, Kalmegha, Kalaltali,

BUnTChar, Ayla Patakata, Pancha karalia and Bamna unions are highest vulnerable zone

and fall within the goo-physical risk zone (Fig. 5.3). Even the provision of basic services

and facilities such as safe drinking water, hygienic sanitation, electricity and pucca road

are not adequate enough in this woe. About 73.05 pcn:ent, 69.74 percent and 95.25

percent households in this zone are deprived of safe drinking water, hygienic sanitation

facility and electricity supply respectively. While only 39.34 kIn pucca road is available

in this zone (BBS, 2006).

On the other hand, Barabagi, Karaibaria and Char Duanti are within high vulnerable zone

based on DAR! (Fig. 5.3). Like the highest vulnerable, majority of the households in this

zone are deprived of basic services and facilities such as 61.42 percent, 69.62 percent and

95.18 percent households are deprived ohafe drinking water, hygienic sanitation facility

and electricity supply respectively. In addition, 49.86 km pueca road is available in this

zone (fable 5.5).

Table 5.5: Percentage distribution of deprivation ofservice8 and facilities

Source: Calculated by author, 2009

Vulncmbility Safe drinking Hygienic 'lectricity

class ~"" Sanitation sunnlv

west 14.29 41.87 96.51

Low 10.26 46.48 91.94

Medium 30.3\ 61.05 93.30

Hi 61.42 69.62 95.18

Hi est 73.05 69.74 95.25

5.3 Social vulnerability based 00 Special Evacuation Needs
Based on the people needs evacuation support within the geo-physical risk zone is further

categorized into five vulnerable zones i.e. highest, high, medium, low and lowest. Among

the unions, Barabagi and Haldia unions are within the highest and high vulnerable zone

respectively (Fig 5.4). While Patharghata, BaiiataE, Paneha KaraEa, Kalmegha, Bum

Char, Barguna and Badarkhali unions are within the medium vulnerable zone (Fig 5.4).

Later on, the evacuation assistance requiring population (age less than 5 years and greater

than 60 years; and disabled people) is analyzed in order to determine their probable

exposure to geo-physical and social vulnerability. About 5.09 percent, 4.21 percent, 4.62

•
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percent people of age less than 5 years, age greater than 60 years and disable respectively

are categorized a~ highest vulnerable. While 3.47 percent, 3.66 percent and 3.67 percent

of age less than 5 years, age greater than 60 years and disable prople respectively are

categorized as high vulnerable. In addition, 26.82 percent, 26.57 percent and 27.38

percent of age less than 5 years, less than 60 years and disable people respectively are

categorized as medium vulnerable (Table 5.6).

Tilble 5.6: Pen:entave distribution of Ie need evacuation assistance
Vulnerable Age <5 Age 60+
-1= ,~ Percent ears Percent Disabled Percent
Lowest 19200 18.79 13192 19.10 10630.272 19.94

w 15281 14.96 10489 15.19 8611.008 16.15
Medium 27401 26.82 18352 26.57 14596.544 27.38
Hi h 3543 3.47 526 3.66 1954.88 3.67
~~est 5198 5.09 2907 4.21 2462.208 4.62

Sow'ce: Calculated by author, 2009.

-•
eo'll""" _ ••••"", sllp

~

02a3. 0.= (LoYoe>tl
. 0,= -O.~ !\.Owl

O,.($.l- 0.58ol (Modi....-ij
_ 0534_0.685(HVll
_0685-0.785(H~l

,.....•-

, .•~;,

-

-

-'
e.,go"" _...,ion""p
EJ o.3.0~141w-ij., o.~14. 0 529 (\..<Ml
_ 0.529.0643 (Medi..n)
_ 0.643_0758 (Hi(tll

0.758.0/J12 (Highest)

Source: Prepared by .uthor, 2009 Source: Prepared by lllllhor, 2009

Fig 5.4: Soeial vlllQe~bilily of Bnguna
district based on populatioD with special
evaClUtioD needs index (pENI).

Fig 5.5: Social vulnenbility based on
population lind structures, access to resonn:e
and populatioD witb spec:ial Msistance needs.
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5.4 Sodal vulnerability based on Composite Index
Composite Index of socio-eeonomic vulnerability was determined based on the overlay of

three weighted indices Le, Population and Structure Index, Direct Access to Resoun:e

Index and Population Evacuation Need Index. The weights of PSI, DARl and PENt were

assigned as 0.40, 0.30 and 0.30 in the scale of 0-1 based on their significance in socio-

eoonomic vulnerability.

Composite Index indicates that within the geo-physical risk zone Barabagi union is the

highest socio.economic vulnerable area, while Pancha Karalia, Baiiatali, patharghata,

Char Duanti, Kalmegha, HaJdia and Burir Char are in high vulnerable zone. On the other

hand, Naltona, Karaibaria, Dhalua, Kanthaltali, Badarkhali, Gaurichamna, Nachnapara,

Ayla Patakata, Artharagasia and Keorabunil1 unions are within the medium vulnerable

zone (Fig 5.5).

5.5 Disaster damage lIod socio-eeonomic vulnerability

Disaster Damage Index (DDI) was developed based on the loss of lives and injury of

people; and fully and partially financial loss of livelihoods, houses livestock, property,

resources, infrastructures, services and facilities during catastrophic disaster of cyclone

SIDR 2007 in Barguna district. Later on, weights were assigned to each indicator of the

Disaster Damage Index based on the expert opinions.
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. ----~..

Source: Prepared by awbor, 2009

Fig 5.6: DaDlllge vulnerability of Barguna
district (DOl).

Source: Prepared by author, 2009
Fig 5.7: Vulnerability of Barguna di'ltrict
bll5cd on population and damage
(PShDDI).

001 indicate~ that Barabllk>lunion was the highest affected area in the Baq,'I.lIlIIdistrict

within the goo-physical risk zone while Patharghata, Naltona, Baliatali, Badarkhali are

highly affected wne. The medium affected zone consists of Char Duanti, Dhalua,

Kakchira, BargUlla and Burir Char unions (Fig 5.6). On the other hand, Kantaltali,

Ka1megha, Dauatola, Ranula and Sharishurnari unions are lowly affected zone during

SIDR 2007 (Fig 5.6).

Table 5.7: Degree of damage during sma 2007 dased on DisllSter Damage Index
(001)

ype of damage Unit -~.L,. Medium High IHighest ot.1
S .km 50.65 99.4 146.88 272.35 160 1119.89

Affected area 1 0.24 8.88 13.12 24.32 14.29

Death of people %0.
89 110 220 553 238 1321
6.74 8.33 16.65 1.86 18.02

I: 199370 45418 84845 108805 8985 7709JJ
A""""'"
Population % 25.86 5.89 11.01 14.11 6.35
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Source: Fleld survey of Barguna Sadar, Bamoa, Betag~ Am",,1 aod Patharghata Upazlla l'arishad, 2008.

.
o. 13266 6452 8858 14493 177 70891

FuUy damaged
OIlSCS Y. 18.71 .10 12.50 20.44 5.89

Partially damaged No. 26649 803 10882 14835 11462 118531

houses % 22.48 2.36 9.18 12.52 .67

Loss of cattle and 093000076848781 96626833 5283660 7340000 460893274

00" Y. 6.71 16.67 0.97 9.83 10.27

TK 8023000 000000 16798800 23500000 485000 69077800

Loss of poultry % 11.61 5.79 24.32 34.02 .70
16978000 5255668

struction of K 0 176031063 120266411 34437000 1714786501
w" % 9.90 10.27 26.39 7.01 2.01

I~~struction to TK 6500000 105752366 57116576 12053839 2000 351137999

lsherics farm Y. 1.85 30.12 16.27 3.43 0.01

estruction of TK 2926100 10896902 30732764 43697156 748000 133625030

lOwerline % 21.90 8.15 23.00 2.70 .56

Fully damaged Kw 5.3 9 16.5 .5 1.5 86.3

rnccu roads Y. 6.14 10.43 19.12 5.21 1.74

Partially damaged Kw 41.54 23 27.5 1 14.79 302.02

puccaroads % 13.75 7.62 9.11 6.95 .90

ully damaged Kw 37.4 6 63.5 120 2.9 398.43

arthen roads % 12.89 6.53 15.94 30.12 0.73

Partially damaged 196 85 190.5 148 80 894.5

earthen roads Y. J.9\ 9.50 10.12 16.55 8.94

ully damaged TK 24.39 13.5 25.5 38 2.54 343.78

embankments % 7.09 3.93 7.42 11.05 0.74

Kw 3 23 38 74 29.58 72.63
artially damaged

embankments % 19.68 4.87 8.04 15.6 .26
12%7190

K 7106000 4558800 8 216080000 2422000 51124708

Lossoftrol1ers % 1.58 5.44 28.74 7.90 0.54

Barabagi union Vias completely destroyed during the catastrophic SIDR 2007 such as 160

Sq.krn urea was completely destroyed, 238 people were died, 15639 houses were fully

and partially damaged, loss of TK 47825000 worth livestock, destruction of TK

34437000 worth crops, 16.29 krn of pucca road was fully and partially damaged, loss of

TK 2422000 worth trollers and so on (Table 5.7). On the other hand, 24.32 percent of

affected area, 41.86 percent of death toll, 20.44 percent of fully damaged houses, 9.83

percent of livestock, 34.02 percent of poultry, 7.01 percent destruction of crops, 3.43

percent of fisheries, 32.70 percent destruction of powerline, 5.21 percent of fully

r
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dllmaged pucca rood, 11.0S perct'fl\ of fully damaged embankment and 47.90 pCIC:elllloss

oftrollrn; Voete taken plltCCin highly affected 1.One(Tobie 5.7).

Latn- on DiSllSlCr Damngc Index Wl1S o\-maid wilh the four Dppron<:hcs of the $OI:io-

economic vulna1lbili~' lIIllllysis in order to relate the existing socio-<lC(lnomic

vulncrobiliry and the inlcn!>ily of damage. Bambllgi union Is considered ns the highest

datnage alTected and vulnemble 7.orlCv.ithin the goophyslCDI risk area in the: context of

both Population and Strul:ltrn: Index and DisastCT Damnge lndc:x. While Pllthmghata,

Balilltali, and BlIdarldIali unions ••••-en: ",ithin the medium 7.one. In both the CIISeS of PSI

and DOl, Bamb:Igi union \\'BS in hig.be$l vulnenlbldaffcctcd zone. 1bc scenario is simiLnr

in the contelCl of medium vulnemblc 7.onc rhol lCPICSCills the high zone of both PSI ond

()f)1 5UCh as Pllth:rrghnl.p., BaliIltllli and Badar1dIaJi unions (Fig 5.7).

---•
~_UlianMp

~

0005. 0.115 (I..ooesl)
0.11$.0.225 (UMl
O.225.o,m~
0.335.0.445 ll'1iI;tIJ
044$_ 0 S!55lHV>H1

,

Sourtt: p"ptllOO b}'IllIhor. 2009
Fl~5.8: Vulncl'llblllt)'ofHu'ltuna dl\trtct M~ed
on aCtt!s to raouru lIod dllmllgc (PARI.DOI).

Soura:: I"le"""td by lUIth<Jr. 2009
Fig .5.9: Vulnenbl1lt)' b•• ed on population
witb sperlallW"tantt nttd!land dam.1t\'
(PF.NhDDI).

--
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'The overlaid mop of two layers i.e. DARI and DOl repfC!lClltsagam the highest

vulnernbldllffccted 7J:lMlISBnmOOgiunion (Fig 5.8) While Baliatnli and Nnltona unions

wm: ••••ithin the highly vulncmbldaffcctal zone of geophysical risk ~ On the other

hand. Plltharglmta, Char DulInti. Knlmegha. Badnrthali and Burir Chllr ~ within the

malium vulncl1lbleor affected zone. 1bc oompanrtivc C\'ll1uationbcrn~ the Fig S.8, Fig

5.6 nnd Fig S.3 rcVClllsthai the scamrio of damnge intensity is similar 10the DAR! nnd

DDI o\'erIaid map. Nc\"athclcss, diasimilllrity is omen"lrl in DARI map. Here

d~vntion of dim:\ = to resources is highest in NalIOnn,KnntaiUlli, Knlmegha,

Panchll Knmlia. Bnq;unn Slldar. Burir Chtlr, Aria PilUlklllAunions. That means

1I\'IlilnbiLityof reso= mjuired during the post-disastcr period is loVont in these unions.

••••"bleh mny cause serious post-disastcr dTed. 'The statement ••••lIS obvious in PnnchD.

Kamlia. Burir Char and Ayla Patakntn unions thaI •••.~ highly suffe=l during the post-

disa.';u:rperiod in SIDR 2007 because of lDckof adequate IICCCSSto resources. Evm thc

relief ••••'Urk WDS dcln)~ dllC to the lad; of nvnilablc oommuniClltionnetwork in thcx

unions.

l11c overlaid IlUlpof Population

in E\'ncootion Needs Index Illld

Disn.'1cr Dalllllge Inde:o;reveals

thn1Barabagi union is \\-ithinthe

highest ~"Ulncmbleor nffected

zone (Fig 5.9). This is factual in

the re5j:lC(;tof both [}[)J and

Ph"N1because the dCllthloll \\-lI..~

highest (238) in this union.

Slmilnrly the high (Pnttuu-ghatn.

Bwui~ IUld Bndmthali) and

medium (Char Dunntl.

Kalmegha. Nllitona..Dhalua. and

BunT Churl 7.one of overlnid

mnp represents both the Te5Ultof

001 nnd PENt (rig 5.9).
Souru: P•••••• a1 by aulbDr. 2009

Fi~ 5.10: Vulntnbllity of Bargon. di,trict ba!td
tompo~ltr l"del and damage lndrJ (ChOP!).

" '
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Fig 5.10 represents the overlaid map of Composite Index and Disaster Damage Index.

Figure shows that Barabagi union is the highest vulnerable or affected zone. While

Patharghata, Naltona, Baliatali, Badarkhali wllOns are in highly affected or vulnerable

zone. On the other hand, Char Duanti, Kalrnegha, Dhalua, Kakchira, Karrtaltali and Boor

Char unions are in the medium vulnerable or affected zone. Comparing the Composite

Index and DOl with this overlaid map it can be remarked that Fig 5.10 represent the vivid

picture of the Composite Index and DDI such as Patharghata, Naltona, 8aliatalia and

Badarkhali unions are in highly vulnerable or affected zone in Fig 5.10, 5.9 and 5.8 also

identified them as the highly affected and vulnerable zone respectively.

5.6 Quantitative Comparbon ••fResults

Although the four maps in Fig 5.2-5.10 provide II visual assessment of evacuation

assistance need patterns within the study area, the analytical capabilities of GIS software

can be used to estimate the total population in each evacuation assistance need zone, as

well as their socio-economic and structural characteristics. These numerical estimations

interpret the variability of results obtained from the four different approaches to measure

social vulnerability in conjunction with geophysical risk. Four approaches are compared

quantitatively by focusing on two spe<:ific aspects that are important for risk management

and evacuation planning: (1) the number of people living in each evacuation assistance

need zone; and (2) the characteristics of the population and structures in areas with the

highest evacuation assistance need.

Table 5.8: Per«Dt of Po ubitioD within EvacuatioD AssistaDce Need Zones
Evacuatinnneeds A II I (%) A 112(% A ooeb3 % A eh4 %
Lowest 8.39 6.34 t5.4t 3.54
Low 7.12 4.74 18.15 14.41
Medium 47.42 22.99 t8.46 22.15
H' 10.01 9.78 3.60 22.28

7.71 17.82 8.53 8.53
Source:Calculatedbyauthor,2009

Regardless of the approaches adopted, the percentage of the population appears to be

declined with an increase in the magnirude of evacuation assistance need (from lowest to

highest). Approach 1 indicates that almost 17 percent of the district population can be

found in areas where evacuation assistance need is high or highest; this figure is about 27

percent for Approach 2, about 11 percent for Approach 3 and 31 percent for Approach 4.

The numerical differences among the estimates obtained from the four approaches are

•
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reasonably consistent with the variation in patterns observed in visual assessment of the

four maps except in case of Approach 4. If people, structure, deprivation of resource and

people with special needs are being taken under consideration, the aggregate number of

people increased whereas the number of people needs high or highest evacuation needs is

reduced by taking the factors individually.

In a nutshell. it can be said that each approach has its significance for the emergency

management purpose, It will be un complicated to take an area specific decision for the

disaster management planners like prioritizing the unions in terms of structural solution,

relief disbursement, policy fixation for the people with special needs and so Oll.

This chapter analyzed spatial variability of social vulnerability of different unions, which

will help the emergency planners to take initiatives considering the population and

structural, deprivation of resource and population who need special assistance. Planner

can take initiatives in disaster period based on the vulnerability mapping whereas each

characteristic can be considered individually. Moreover the combination of the

characteristics is applicable for vulnerability mapping, However, the result of the

vulnerability maps depicts that the Barabagi union of the Amtali upazila is most

vulnerable. The next chapter will address the possible solution of disaster management

for the most vulnerable union ofBarguna district.

,
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Chapter 6
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Chapter 6

Spatial Planning of Cyclone Shelter in Barabagi union of

Bargun8 district

One of the main objectives of this study was to prepare an outline for planning the

location and space of multipurpose cyclone shelters in most vulnerable unions in BargtllIa

district. A large number of people in the Burguoa district live in thatched houses, which

cannot withstand the high velocity of wind and storm surges resulting in eKtensive

damages of such houses and deaths and injuries of a large number of poor people. The

high rates of casualties in cyclone SJDR are primarily due to unsafe buildings in the study

areas. The poor economic conditions of the people may not pennit them to rebuild their

houses as per the cyclone resistant designs and specifications. Therefore, community

cyclone shelters constructed at appropriate places within the easy access of the habitations

of the vulnerable communities can provide an immediate protection from deaths and

injuries due to the collapse of houses. Such shelters are usually built on pillars above the

danger level of storm surges/inundation, are specious enough to accommodate a few

hundred people of the neighboring hamlet~ and provide provisions of drinking water,

sanitation, kitchen, etc. During the normal season such shelters can be utilized as schools,

dispensaries or other community purposes.

From the analysis of the previous chapter, Barabagi UI1lon of Amtali upazila was

identified as the most vulnerable union in tenns of both geophysical risk and socio-

economic vulnerability. Towards this, methodology was developed for detennination of

number of new shelters required and their tentative locations in the same union. Moreover

this chapter also provides some guidelines for construl.iion of low cost housing, which

can withstand during tropical storm.

6.1 The methodology for locating shelters

The areas susceptible to inundation due to storm surge were delineated and categorized

into low risk area to high risk area (details given in chapter 4) based on damage potential,

population structure and MUSing type, accessibility to resource and population with

special evw;uution needs.
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Information and data about existing and under construction cyclone shelters with their

potential capacity to serve as shelters during storm surge has been compiled. The data of

existing cyclone shelter with their capacity were collected from LOEO and field survey.

Assumptions were made about the new pucca buildings that may be constructed in future.

Demographic characteristics of the study area were studied to anticipate the total

population those need to be accommodated in shelters during a cyclone.

In determining the capacity of buildings as shelters, areas of 0.37 sq.rn. per person were

assumed for shelters and other publidprivate buildings (MCSP, 1993).

Provision of shelters has been made for estimated population in the year 2015. The

rationale for taking up year 2015 was: it is expected that the construction programme of

the shelters proposed by this study would commence in one year later after the

completion of detailed engineering design and procurement procedure. 1he complete

implementation of the programme would take about not more than 15 years time from

200t. Therefore the programme should satisfy the total requirements at the time ofprojcct

completion and not the population of2001. Thus the planning horizon for the first phase

of the study was set at year 2015 and all projectioll5 and planning was made for the

requirements at that year.

In order to plan the location of proposed cyclone shelter the first task is to study the

existing stock of cyclone shelters that serve the communities of the Barabagi union.

Moreover, the following tasks have been conducted to site the proposed cyclone shelters.

• Population projection for the year 2015 for Barabagi union

• Pueca structure projection for the same year

• Projection ofschool going children for the year 5-9 and 10-14.

• If the number of MCSs proposed was less than the MCSs required, then the

required number of additional primary schools needed in 2015, was chosen as

Mess which would be located as a new primary schools. Tnareas where primary

schools did not exist, but based on the school going children (i.e. around 470

children in 5-10 year age group) such a school was required, location of a new

MCS would satisfy the need of both school and shelters.

•

•
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• If the number of MeSs proposed was so-far was still less than the number of

required MeSs, then the existing secondary schools, if they are nOI too close to

the primary schools already proposed as MeSs, were given next preference.

• If still shelter capacity was needed, then MeSs were proposed as new secondary

schools.

In actual placement of the MeSs the following aspects were considered in order of

priority.

-The MeSs were not too close to each other, to existing or nnder construction or

proposed shelters, and interference with their catchments;

-The distribution of cyclone shelters follows the pattern of distribution of

population among the paras (communities);

The distribution of MeSs were as close as possible to the existing communication

network;

The MeSs would be located within the radius of 1 km (toDD meters) from the

center of a para;

The travel time from the locality to the shelters would not be more than the 12.5

minuiel (the average standard walking speed of a person is 4.75 kmlhr) (Unlerman,

1984);

The MeSs were as far away as possible from the coastline;

The MCSs were inside the embankment, where sucb embankment existed;

6.1.1 Projection of population and structures

~ Population projection
According 10 the MCSP the total population of Amlali Upazila during 2002, 2007, 2012

and 2017 wiil be 98993, 109811, 118,857 and 126048 respectively. Whereas the

population census (2001) showed that the population of Amtali Upazila was only 54404

having the decadaJ growth rate 18.78 and annual growth rate 1.74. Considering the base

year population of 2001 and growth rate 1.59 percent of rural areas in Amtali upazila

(BSS, 2001), population projection has been conducted for the year 2015 for Barabagi

union of Amtali upazila. The projected population for the year 2015 is 47980. Due to

1Travel time (min.) ~ Travel dl'talIce (kIn)! walking ,peed (kmlmin)

•
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avoid the complexities in computation of population, it was estimated that the population

growth mte is equal in all communities.

y Scbool attendance

The number of school going population by age category was computed due to the

planning consideration of cyclone shelters. The school attendance for the age group 5-9

and 10-14 years have been projected based on growth rate of school attendee in Amtali

upazila, which is 3.27 percent. The literacy ratc is collected from the data of Population

Census (2001) of Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics. Similarly, the secondary school

attendance was computed for the year 2015 (Table 5.1).

10-14
4369
6855

Source: BBS, 2001

Table 6.1: Population by schoollittendanee

Po 5-9 s Po
2688
4218

ulalion
wation

, Pucca household projection

The natural tendency of the people during the storm is to take shelter to the nearby pucca

house rather than go to the cyclone shelter. Regarding this viewpoint, the major

consideration was thc estimation of pucca house in BaraOOgi union. Construction of

private huilding in rural areas is a function of many economic and non-economic factors,

such as level and structure of income, change of income, asset holding, social prestige,

security considerations, physical condition of the locality etc. To avoid the complexity of

the determination of pucca structure, projection was made based on the percentage of

pucca house in Amtali upazila for the year 2001.

According to the Population Census 2001, the percentage of pucca house in Amtali

upazila was 0.42. Considering the growth trend of pucea house it is predicted that the

pucca structure of the locality will be 37 in 2015. TIte predicted pucca structure will be

able to reside 13875 of the population, whieh is 33 percent of the total population of the

union. Usually the two or more storied public and private buildings can be considered as

the cyclone shelters. Due to the unavailability of data of economic and non-economic

•
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factors, the growth rate prediction of pucea structure is difficult. In order to simplifY the

difficulty ufthe pucca structure prediction, the growth rate is considered as zero.

•• Determination of the Clltchment area

The catchment area of a cyclone shelter is the area from which people come to take

shelter during cyclonic storms and surge. ITthere are few shelters this area may be quite

extensive, but if there are several shelters within close proximity there may be

considerable overlaps in their catchment areas. According to the MCSP study (1993), the

size and shape of a catchment area was determined based on the following factors:

The distance which most families were willing to move when winds peak up gale

"ood
The density of habitations, settlement pattern and the number of people the shelter

were designed to serve and

Communication to the shelter.

This study also considers the above-mentioned three fa,,'tors. The field survey reveals that

people are willing to travel not more than 1000 meter during the cyclone period. Based on

the average walking speed (4.75 km/hr) and the travel distance, the average walking time

required to evacuate is 12 minutes. In order to determine the distance from the para

(community), the middle point of the para is considered.

6.1.2 F.xisting cyclone shelter location and capacity

Barabagi union 1laJjthe area of 117.79 sq.km and filly para (oommunities). Bargunn

district has 71 cyclone shelters and 2 kinas. Only sh: cycloue shelters are located in

Barabagi union oovering only 3600 people, which is 7.5 percent (41891 nos) of the total

population. The cyclone shelters cover only nineteen communities out of lilly (Fig. 6.1

and Table 5.2). The total population of these nineteen communities is 16141 but the total

capacity of the six cyclone shelters is 3600. That means 22.60 percent of the total

population (16141) those who resides within the catchment areas of the cycloue shelters

can be accommodated during the lo")'clone.Additional 12541 population within the buffer

zone of the cyclone shelters needs shelter.
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n

-•-
Fig. 6.1 Catchment DIU of uidin~ cyclone
~helten In BarJIb.gi union of Amllll t1pIl7JIn.

Fig. 6.2 Catchment.rea of proposed primal')'
scboolc:nm ~'c1one shelten.

~f::. 6.1.3 Prim.f)' ~chool eum cyclone ~helter

o The school lIttendnn<:eduring 2oo1 in BlI1Uoogiunion for the year 5-9 yeuB is 2396 and•• the projected school 8ttendnncc ",ill be 2609. If the existing locmion of nine selected

primlll)' schools could upgmde Il5 11cyclone shelter. it would cover IIOOthertwenty-two

communities lur.vingthe popuilltion covernge of22832 (47.59 percc:nt) (Fig. 6.2). The size

and the capacity of the primary school is II ll'IIltIerof great concan. which will be wried

in diffrn:nt pWtI ~rding to the population. A mugh cstimntion lIM been conduo::ted

bnscd on the follo"'ing IL'lsumption:

The existing location of the primary schools Ibnt indicate in the mnp of LGED ",ill

be SIlrtlCfor the praposed prinwy school eum cyclone shc:lten (Fig. 6.2);

The nonr lItell for each primwy school will be on lin ll''Cl'Ulle1500 sq.ft:

The primary school should be three storied including the ground nOOl'open;
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The distance from the settlement point to the cyclone shelter should not be more

than 1 kill.

The coverage of built up area is 0.37 sq.m (4 sq. ft) for one person in primary

school cum cyclone shelter.

Considering the above assumptions, the nine proposed primary school cum cyclone

shelters would cover only 5400 populations within their catchment areas of para

Momishapara, Champopara, Manipara, Baraitala, Lalupara, Joyalbhanga, Malipara.

Tutatuli, Karamgapara, Nidraghompara, MOfali Agataluldarpara, Shjkaripara, Chorpara,

Harinkhola, Sakina, Sadagarpara, Chota Amkhola, Lalupara, &lra Amkhola, Lawpara

and Idupara. As a result, 28996 populations in the year 2015 will be deprived of shelters

during the occurrence of cyclone. Moreover, 6250 populations will be sheltered by the

adja>:cnt high schools, which are proposed in this study (Table 5.2). Finally, adequate

space of shelters will be required for rest 22746 people, which is 55532 sq. ft.

6.1.4 High schools cum cyclone snellen

lbe school attendance during 2001 in Barabagi union for the year 10-14 years is 2484

and the projected school attendance will be 5820 in 2015. That means additional four

high schools will be required along with the existing high school in the year 2015. Later

on, proposed high schools along with the existing one will be upgraded as cyclone

shelters. The location of proposed high schools (cyclone shelters) will be determined

based on the Alternating Heuristic Algorithm mode1.

Alternating Heuristic Algorithm model concerned with assignment of n schools to m

population where n<m It is assumed that any movement between two points (XI, y,) and

(XJ,YJ) is continuous and able to take place lTeely and is defmed as

•

(3.1)

However, four major steps of this algorithm are-

Step 1: Selection of demand points as starting locations for the supply centers;

• ,
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Calculation of proposed location of cyclone shelter (x;, y;) by solving the single-facility

location problem for group of demand points (communities);

,,' (3.2)

Where w,is the population of each para i.

Thus, the calculated location of the proposed four high schools along with the existing

one will cover eight communities (Fig. 6.3). The eight communities (Angerpara, Bulipara,

Momapara, Nayapara, Naya Bhaijora, Bora Bhaijora, Taltalipara, Chatanpara, Taltalipara

and Manukhapara) have the projected population 8594 (17.91 percent of the total

population). In addition, 1311 people who live within the catchment arellS of primary

schools, will also be accommodated in the proposed high school cum cyclone shelter. A

rough estimation has been conducted based on the following assumption:

The existing location of the high school, which is shown in the map of LGED will

be same;

The huilt up area for each high school will be on an average 2500 sq.fl;

The high school should be three storied including the ground floor open;

The distance from the settlement point to the cyclone shelter should not be more

than 1 km.

The coverage of built up area is 0.37 sq.m (4 sq. ft) for one person in high scbool

cwn cyclone shelter.

Therefore, a total of28450 people (67.91 percent of the total population in the union) will

be sheltered in the existing and proposed cyclone shelters (Table 5.2 and Fig. 6.4).

•
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Tllbk 6.1: Es.l.s1ing lind Propmed C)"done .helten

C)dollC shelter fuisting Floornml NO.ofl'100n: Prop=! To""
'YP' CllJXlCity (sq.ft) cyclone shellers CllpllCity

latino'
Cyclone shcltCT NO.6 2400 2 I storied 7200
(wilham school) 2400fsh addition

ehcr-36
00

<p?~\lat,~
PrilTllll)'school Nil 2500 1 PScum CS-9 11250
convert CSl 3 storie:!!exh)
High school Nil 4000 1 HScum CS"'5 10000

3 stories c:ach'

T""I 6 14 28450
10:;. Primary schooL
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6.1.5 Alternative solutions for people out of coverage of existing and proposed

shelters

Considering the existing and proposed shelters, it is stated that the total population

coverage will be able to take shelters during cyclone is 66.86 percent (Population

numbers is 28450) and rest of 32.09 percent (total number is 13443) of population have

no shelters. This group of population reside in Naobhanga, Nameshpara, Tetulpara.

Tantipara, Adapara, Sobahanpara, Bora Ankuja para, Cbolo Ankuja para, Choto Bhaijora,

Salina, Sadarpara, Choto Amkhola, Lalupara, Bora Amkhola, Lawpara, Idupara and

Angerpara.

• Option 1

In order to provide shelters to these 32.09 percent population ofBambagi union, different

initiatives can be taken into accOllIlt. For instance, additional space of 53767 sq. ft. can be

provided in six locations by providing multipurpose cyclone shelters (Table 5.3 and Map

5.5). But we should keep in mind that this would require either renovation of

public/private buildings into more than one-storied buildings or construction of new

buildings. This will iruJet,d require huge fmandal assistance, which is not so

economically feasible in the context of the existing socio-oxonomic condition of the

Barabagi. Even the government or donor agencies will not be interested to provide

additional six cyclone shelters along with already proposed fourteen multipurpose

cyclone shellers. For clarification, it can be said thnt these fourteen proposed cyclone

shelters will also be used as the primary schools and high schools and they will fulfill the

required space for the anticipated primary school and high school going students.

Table 6.3: Proposed additional cyclone shelten in catchment areas

Catchment No. of population woo Total space Type of shclters

= requires shelters required

1 (bottom 1255 5020 Multipurpose cyclone

left) shelter

2 (bottom 2186 8742 Multipurpose cyclone

middle) shelter

3 (up left) 3259 13034 Multipurpose cyclone

shelter
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6 (up 1252 5006 Multipurpose cyclone

right) shelter

7 (right 3042 12168 Multipurpose cyclone

middle) shelter

8 (bottom 2450 9797 Multipurpose cyclone

right) shelter

To"" 13444 53767 (sq.fi)
Sourc.: Calculated by aut~or, 2009

• Option 2

Taking into account the above circumstances, this study proposes another alternative I.e.

provision of loan to the well-off people in those communities (Naobhangll, Nameshpara,

Tclulpara, Tantipara, Adapara, Sobahanpara, Born Ankuja para, Choto Ankuja para,

Choto Bhaijora, Sakina, Sadarpara, Choto Amkhola, Lalupara, Bora Amkhola, lawpara,

Idupara and Angerpara), which are deprived of adequate space for shelter during ",-yc1one.

In this ca<;e thirty-six weH-Q1Tpeople of the selected communities can be given loan at

marginal interest rate for constructing two-storied houses having floor space 1500 sq.ft.

Consequently, these two-storied houses will ensure adequate space (53767 sq. ft.) for

shelter of 13444 people during cyclone.
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Fig. 6.5 Existing and proposed cyclone shelters in BlIrllbll.gi union
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In recapitulation, spatial planning of cyclone shelters is not only depends on the people's

choice and demand but also the location is dependent on geography, soil condition, land

use and other characteristics. Moreover, at union level the cyclone shelter planning

depends on rural development as a whole. The option 2 in this research can be a realistic

solution as most of the peoples' tendency during disaster is to take shelter to their

neighbour's house. The possibility of using local construction material and human

resource mobi1i7.ationis more if responsibility of construction of cyclone shelters cum

dwelling unit is vested upon the owners of the houses themselves. By implementing the

soft loan approach to the inhabitants of Barabagi union, efficient disaster management

planning as well as community development can be achieved.
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Chapter 7

Recommendation Bnd conclusion

7.1 Recommendation

Different actions and initiatives can be taken into consideration during the pre-disasler period

in order to reduce the vulnerability of cyclone along with determination of geophysical risk,

social vulnerability and spatial planning of cyclone shelters. Among them, IT augmented

forecasting and waming system can be a significant one.

The findings of the study focus on geophysical vulnerability of the study area. 'The study area

is mostly vulnerable to storm surge and the earthen embankment are not strong enough to

prevent the high-energy wave. Attention should be given to the embankment approach. As

embankment stabilization is related to finnncia! constraints of the country, the focus should

be elsewhere. Moreover, embankment stabilization specially by using concrete material will

be strong enough for resisting surge. The recent research work of Integrated Coastal Zone

Management (ICZM) highlighted on sustainable management of coastal areas. Embankment

stabilization by using locally available material can be useful one. As most of the unions

located of Barguna district located beside the estuaries or coast, priority should be given in

those areas. Some indigenous trees like cltample or coconut trees can be nsed as slope

stabilization of the vulnerable areas.

Along with the stated measures, some other preventive mea-;ures can be taken into account.

For instance, the houses cannot withstand in high wind like 60 km!hr as most of the houses

are poorly made. Therefore, some modifications, mostly adopted by the neighbour countries,

are re<:ommended in the structural design of kutcha or semi-pucca houses oflhe study area so

that the houses can withstand in high wind.

The study reveals that there is a shortage of cyclone shelters in the highest vulnerable area

(Barabagi Wlion). But it is not possible to construct all the cyclone shelters at a time. So

priority should be preset in construction oftbe cyclone shelters. The study recommends that

house building loan for sixteen well off people of the Barabagi union should be given for
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constructing 1500 sq.ft houses SOthllt the vulnerable neighbours can take shelter to these

houses. However, a detail study is necessary for the feasibility of loan distribution.

The emergency planner should take into consideration all the aspects that are depicted in the

study like vulnerability of population and structure, deprivation of resources and population

with special evacuation needs. A detail emergency plan should be provided in near future

considering a1l the aspects individually. A detail IWld use plan and income survey is

necessary for the study area. As the transport and economic condition of the study area are

not good enough; attention should be given on the transport sector and the establishment of

grovvth centers for accelerating the local economy. Transport specially the road sector

development is urgent due to the post disaster response like reliefand rehabilitation.

As four Abashan project are located in Barabagi union, the Abashan houses can be

imperative locations as shelters during cyclone. Therefore government or Bangladesh can

implement the projects with little modification of the existing design. The houses can be

developed in such a way so that the houses can accommodate safely the people who are

residing in the Abashan housing.
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7.2 Conclusion

The social and geophysical vulnerability maps and quantitative analyses provide an empirical

basis upon which the objectives of the study can be addressed. First, the coastal unions of

Barguna district are identified as geophysical risk zone such as Raihanpur, BardarkhaJi,

Keorabunia, Burir Char, Amtali, Haldia, Arpagashia, Barguna, Dhalua, Kakchira,

Nachnapara, Kantaltali, Char Duanti, Kalmegha, Patharghata, Barabagi, Karaibaria, Paneha

Karalia, Naltona, and BaliataJi unions are within the high geophysical risk zone. On the other

hand, socio-economic vulnerability is highest in the Barabagi union. In fact, relatively

majority of the unions are characterized by high evacuation assistance need. Because it is

known that socio-economically vulnerable populations are at risk and that many live in high

geophysical risk region.

In the quantitative analysis, similar scenario exists in the spatial distributions of geophysical

risk and vulnerability i.e. those unions, who are in high risk zone, are socio-eoonomically

vulnerahle and those who are less geophysical risk zone are less soci<:>-economical1y

vulnerable such as Bibichini, Betagi, Mokarnia, Hosnabad, and Buro Mazumdar unions.

Nevertheless., spatial disparity of socio-oconomic vulnerability was observed among the

unions within the geophysical risk zone such as Raihanpur and Arpagashia unions are lowly

socio-economic vulnerable region but fait within the high geophysical risk zone. The results

also indicate the important fact that the variables that are used for vulnerability analysis make

a difference. Depending on which the measures that are used, 70.64 percent people are living

in the geophysical risk zone, while 17.72 percent and 47.42 percent people are living in the

high and medium socio-eeonomic vulnerable regions respectively. TItus 70.64 percent people

of the study area require evacuation assistance need.

TIte results of the socio-economic vulnerability analysis have important implications for

emergency management and especially for evacuation planning. Evacuation planners cannot

ignore the high-risk areas, because no matter who lives in these areas, appropriate measures

need to be in place before an event. However, because of the scarcity of resources special

needs for evacuation assistance in the fonn of early warning, mobility assistance, or both

should be given highest priority in those areas which are highly soci<:>-eoonomicatly
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vulnerable and high geophysical risky. For example, Barabagi, Patharghata, 8aliatali, Haldia,

Pancha Karalia and Kalrnegha unions require highest priority.

Furthermore, the quantitative analysis of recent past damage scenario of the catastrophic

cyclone SlDR and the socio-economically vulnerability reveals the exact scenario, which is

previously anticipated. In the soeio-economic vulnerability and geophysical risk analysis, the

study found out that the Barabagi, Patharghata, Pancha Karalia, Baliatali, Char Duanti,

Kalmcgha, Haldia and Burir char unions would be highly affected because they are in high

geophysical risk zone and are in highest priority for evacuation needs. The analysis of SIDR

damage data indicates that BadarkhaH, Patharghata, Naltona, 8aliatali, 8adarkhali unions are

within highly affected region. Integration of existing socio-economic vulnerability analysis

with the damage caused by the SIDR reveals that Barabagi, Patharghata, Na1tona, Baliatali,

and Badarkhali unions are within the highest region which reveals the exact scenario derived

from the analysis. Therefore, the priority determination for evacuation needs is factual and

vivid in the respect ofthe real occurrence.

Moreover, it can be said tbat tbe results of tbis researcb demonstrate the importance of

evaluating botb risk and vulnerability from several perspectives of emergency management

purposes. Yet, much more considerations to be done to develop d)'TJamic, effective, and

efficient evacuation plans. For example, the location and capacity of evacuation routes will

greatly iHfluence the sucx:ess (or lack of success) of any evacuation process. Within the

spatial analysis, transportation networks can be incorporated in order to identify optimal

evacuation routes. Moreover, the focus should be given to the cyclone shelter outside the

stodyarea.

Furthermore, it is argued that a bottom-up process, namely improving the situation locally by

creating a reliable network of (multi-purpose) shelters, triggers improved performances at a

higher level (e.g. speed-up reHef operations, effective and efficient humanitarian assistance).

Of course, it is recognized that capacity-building projects on the national level are as

important as local measures, although the delay in generating tangible benefits at the local

level is tremendous. Thus, in an environment where fmandal and human resources are
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limited, spatial analyses should be incorporated in disaster-management procedures of both

the govenuncnt and development agencies to decrease the vulnerability of the country's

population, especially in rural and reniole regions. In order to integrate spatial analyses it is

essential that the government and its agencies and others, keep up, or better, increase the

compilation of spatially referenced data sets and share them lIS well. Future project planning

and evaluation could significantly benefit from detailed, accumte and complete data sets that

allow for comprehensive vulnerability assessments and cross-checks of existing findings at

the national and sub-natioualleve!.
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Table A.1. Calculation ofPopuJatiou and structure Iudel
80

IJpuilo Union 0101 pop. RiJOp Popn l.d..- Hoo •• nnlt i h • HU Ind ••
l'anrashava 13305 0.0157 0.3484 2712 0.0151 0.3277

Amroli 23850 0,0281 0.6246 ,m 0.0282 0.6129~.14533 a,om 0.3806 3154 0.0175 0.381 I

" ia lI.Z 22628 0.0267 0.5926 m, 0.0272 0.5916
3M72 0,0453 l.0075 8205 0.0456 0.9915

A!lltOli Chow,," 20146 0.0237 0.5276 4227 0.0235 0.5108

Guli,akha!i 28183 0.0332 0.7381 'M' 0.0325 0.7058

IJaldia 30>45 0,0360 0.7999 6293 0.0350 0.7604

KlU'Oiboria 20472 0.0241 0.5361 4128 0.0229 0.4988

KuLua(RZ 23359 0,0275 0.6117 4850 0.0270 0.5861
l'ancha Koralia 24264 0,0286 0.6354 5026 0.0179 0.6073_M

18683 0.0220 0.4893 3974 0.0221 0.4802,_. Bul:abunia 17912 0,0212 0.4707 3985 0.0222 0.4815

Dliuatol. RZ 16603 0.01'16 0.4348 H99 0,0200 0.4349~". 16545 0.0195 0.4333 3643 0.0202 0.4402

Paura>hnvo 26954 0.0318 0,7059 "M 0.0323 0.7020

A lal'3lakata 18806 0.0222 0,4925 3904 0.0217 0,4718

BodlIIkh1l1i (RZ 25840 0.0305 0.6767 5633 0.0313 0.6807

" • 18744 0.0221 0,4909 3959 0.0220 0,4784

Buri, Char 25690 0.0303 0.6728 5419 0.0301 0.6548...".. Dhalua 23683 0.0279 0.6202 5077 0.0282 0.6135~
Phullh 13768 0.0162 0.361l6 2878 0.1l160 0.J478

'"",ich8llll' RZ 22610 0.0266 0.5921 '"~ OJ1283 0.6149

Keoralruoi. 16812 0.0198 0,4403 3578 0.0199 0,4324

M. B1I1ialali 26526 0.0313 0.6947 '''' 0.0315 0.6&47

1I11oDa 18180 0.0214 0.4761 3753 0.0209 0,4535

P.unoshavn 8368 0.0099 0.2191 11140 0.0102 0.2223, 16702 0.0197 0.4374 3653 0.0203 0,4414

ibichini 17531 0.0207 0,4591 3M8 0.0203 004408

lletsgl UnI Mazumdar 14573 0.0172 0.3816 2898 0.0161 0.3502

losuohad m~ 0.0209 0,4646 3587 0.0199 0.4334

ri_ 14964 0.0176 0.3919 OW" 0.0172 0.3734

ohmi. 14617 0,0172 0.3828 3118 0.0173 0.3768

SarishQlUu,j 14861 0.0175 0.3892 om 0.0179 0.3892

.lJnI>ha •• 14275 0.0168 0.3738 3193 0.0177 0.3858

Char {)uanti 24049 0.0283 0.6298 5076 0.0282 0.6134

Kakchlra 19888 0.0234 0.5208 4295 0,0239 0.5190

Patharghata "'"" 0
260&0 0.0.107 0.6830 ;OW 0.0325 0.7057

K,,"tha!lali 19519 0.0230 0.5112 4236 0.0235 0.5119

Nacho. p"", 14434 0.0110 0.3780 2556 0.0142 0.3089

~ •• 28284 0.m33 0.7407 5759 0.0320 0.6959

Roihan m 15496 0.0183 0.4058 om 0.0196 0.4256

1'0,-"1 ~ 17')9112

Source: Calculated by author 2008.



"T.ble A.l. QlI('ullltllln of ponullliion and 5truc1urr Index cootd.'
bop" RlJh1Iprl hllprl_1I IUteh. ~_"'f1:h. ••••tthl_" __I ~:=-H_
""= Indu lad"

~

ladn
'04 0.0061 O.1268l1 '55' 0.0112 0.2382 O.12~2 .• 610
'OJ '.02% 0.61588 ""'" o.om 0.6124 4- 0.0116 .0435

'" 0.0184 0.38298 "" 0.0179 0.3808 .21- 0.0072 .0270

'" MUS 0.59451 3861 0.0278 0.5912
~

0.0112 .•.",.. 0.0478 0.99631 <><'" '.04M 0.9907

~

a.olR? .0703

"" 0.0246 0.51327 3333 0.02040 0,5104 '.00% .0362
no omoto 0,71)926 "'" 0.0))1 0.7OS3 " 0.0133 ,0501

'''' 0,0)67 0.76414 ..,' O.03S7 0,7599 " 0.0143 .0539
ro. 0.0241 0.5012$ 32.1, 0.0234 0.49804 '" ,.- mS<4,.. 0.0283 0.5&892 382S 0,0275 0.5856 " 0.0111 .0416,.. o,ozq) 0.61029 '964 0.0285 0.6069 " 0,0115 .0431

'" 0.0232 0.48255 "'. 0.0226 0.41\18 •• O.OO9l .0341

'" 0.0232 0.4831\',1 )143 '.ll22<S 0.4812 •• 0.0091 .0342
704 0.0210 0.43702 ,,,. '-",•. 0.4)46 « '.0082 .0308

'" 0.0212 0.442)6 2873 0.0207 0.4399 « 0.0083 .0312.,. 0.0130 0.27177 3333 0.0240 0.5103 1412 0.2661 UKl<l2

". '.<>m 0.47405 3'" 0.0222 0,4714 " 0.008~ .0335

"'" 0.032& 0.68400 •.., 0.0320 0.6802 '" 0.0128 .0483
m 0.0231 0.48073 3'" 0.0225 0.4780 " '.0090 .0339

""" 0.0)16 0.65802 4273 0.030l1 0.654) " 0.0124 .04"

'" '.02% 0.6164~ ",•. 0.0288 Q.6130 " 0.0116 .0435

'" 0.0168 0.34947 "70 0.0163 0.3475 " ''''''' .0247

'" '-"297 0.617lM "''' '.ll289 0.6145 " 0.0116 .04"
700 0.0209 0.43447 2822 0.0203 0.4320 ., 0.0082 .0)07

"'" 0.0330 0.68801 •••• 0.0322 0.6842 " 0.0129 .04"
7]' 0.021~ 0.45572 "'" 0.0213 0.4532 ., ,.""'" .0322

~ 0.0041 ''''''''' ,OS, 0.0076 0.1616 «7 0.0843 .3168r-tT 0.0213 0.44357 28" '-"207 0.4411 « 0.0083 .03 I)

7" 0.0213 0.44297 2871 0.0207 0.4405 « 0.00lI3 .0313

'" 0.016~ 0.35190 m, 0.0164 0.1499 " ,.""" ."'..
"" 0.0209 0.4)556 "" ,.07" 0.4))1 ., '.0082 ,0307

"" 0.0180 0.37521 24)7 0.0175 0.3731 J7 0.0070 .0265

~
0.0182 0.37861 2459 o.OIn 0.3765 J8 0.0071 .0267

'" 0.0188 0.J~112 "'" 0.0183 0.)88~ J9 0.0073 .0276

'" '.0072 0.14938 1832 0.0132 0.2805 71' 0.1462 ..'"
'" 0.0296 0.61637 "'" 0.02811 0.6129 " 0.0116 .0435.., ,.""" 0.52153 3381 0.0244 0.5186 " '-""" .036&
1143 0.0340 0.7()414 "'" 0.0331 0.7052 " 0.0133 .()SOO

'" 0.0247 0.51437 33" 0.0240 0.5115 " '.0097 .0363

"'" 0.014~ 0.31037 2016 0.0145 0,3086 " 0.0058 .0219
1127 0.0336 0.69930 "0 0.0327 0.6954 70 0.0131 .0494

'" '.ll2OS 0.42767 2771 0.0200 0.425) ., 0.00lI0 .'302
33576 US'" "OS
Soun::e; Calculated by Buther 2008.
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Table A.I. Cllku"UOll of Popullltioll lind liructu~ Jndn (<:onld.)

P.~ •• ~ llres H IlI<ln P .
&~&rl ~--'nd""''" 0.1419 0.4668 "" 0.0145 0.091

18 0.0089 0.0292 %7 0."'" 0.112

" 0.0055 0.0181 3085 0.0175 0.128
18 0.0086 0.0281 ..., 0.0264 0.218

" 0.0143 0.0472 8006 0.0453 0.3]9

" 0.0074 0.0243 .." 0.0237 0.341
21 0.0102 0.0336 "07 a,O}2S 0.355
2l 0.0110 0.0362 '''' 0.0352 0.360
IS 0,0012 0.0237 ••115 0.0233 0.363
17 0.0085 0.0279 4755 0.0269 ll-36S

I' 0.0088 0."" "'3 D.ll2!2 0377
I' 0.0116'1 0.JJ77JJ 3912 0.0221 0.378

I' 0.0070 0.0229 )9" 0.0225 0.383
13 0.0063 0.0207 JSS3 0.0201 QADI
13 0._ 0.0209 "OS 0.0202 0.•••
626 0.3040 I.OOJIJJ 5215 0.0295 00410
I' 0.1I06JI 0.022<1 "'7 0.0220 0.427
20 0._ 0.0324 S607 0.0317 0.43\

I' 0.0069 0.0228 3913 O.om 0.436
20 0.0095 0.0312 5)76 0.0304 0.447

I' 0.0089 0.0292 SOO, 0.0283 O.4St

" O.OOSO 0.0165 786' 0.0162 O.4S6

I' 0.00" 0.0293 ,.., 0.0286 0.'"

" 0.0063 0.0206 )571 0.0202 0.498
20 0._ 0.0326 5583 0.0)16 O.SOI

I' 0.0066 0.0216 377' 0.0211 0.'"
I" 0.0963 0,3167 1718 0.0097 0.511
13 0._ 0.0210 3526 0.0700 0.558
13 0._ 0.0210 ".. 0,0207 0.SS9
10 O.OOSI 0.0167 2818 0.0160 O.S9S
13 0.0063 0.0206 3S7J 0.0707 0.606
II 0.00S'4 0.0178 2'" 0.0168 0.617
II 0.00504 0.0179 309' O.017S 0.623
12 0.00S6 O.OlgS 3169 0.0179 0.630
347 0.1671 0.S496 "" 0.0168 0.6041

" 0."'" 0.0292 "'S 0.1m< 0,641
IS 0.007S 0.0247 4248 0.0240 0.663
21 0.0102 0_0336 S816 0.0329 0.75S
IS 0.0074 0.0244 4197 0.0238 0.759, O.OO4S 0.0147 "I' 0.0143 0.840

'I 0.0101 0.0331 sm 0.0324 0"~113
13 0.0067 0.0202 3398 0,0192 1.000
2060 17""

Source: ClI1culated by alllhor 2008.
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Tllble A.2. Calculation of Deprivation oCResouree ludex
83

Union Unll!\<' unit Drlnkin water De rived dw P"""CII d., 0- Ri dw SVEAI D_
Paurashava 2712 2386 '" 12.02 0.3023 0.12689
Amlali 5072 4832 240 4.73 0.1190 0.04995
M " hia "'" 2809 309 10.94 0.2750 0.11547
Aili. h. 4896 4303 593 12.11 0.3045 0.12785
B ; 8205 .21 7384 89.99 2.2628 0.94997
Cbowra 4227 4156 71 1.68 0.0422 0.01773
ulisakhali 3841 4951 ." 15.24 0.3831 0.160&4
aidia 6293 5567 726 11.54 0.2901 0.12178
araibaria 4128 2479 "" 39.95 1.0044 0.42168

Kukua 4850 4325 523 10.82 0.2122 0.11427
Pancha Koralia >026 249 4677 93.06 2.3398 0.98230
B=M 3974 '" 3764 ".72 2.3816 0.99982
Bukabunia 3985 827 3158 79.25 1.9926 0.83653
Dauatala 3599 2652 947 26.31 0.6616 0.27776

R=M 3643 3420 '" 6.12 0.1539 0.06462

Paurasbava 5809 4368 1441 24.81 0.6237 0.26185
A la l'atakata 39<>4 263 36" 93.26 2.3450 0.98448
Badarkhali 5633 5507 '26 2.24 0.0562 0.02361
B "0 3959 3821 138 3.49 0.0876 0.03680
Bunt Char 5419 1661 3758 69.35 1.7437 0.73204

Dha1ua 5077 4935 '" 2.80 0.0703 0.02952
hullhu 2878 1759 1119 3U8 0.9776 0.41043

GaurichllIlIlll 5089 5016 73 1.43 0.0361 0.01514
Keorabun1a 3578 1247 7m 65.15 1.6381 0.68770
M. Baliarali 5666 5106 560 9.88 0.2485 0.10433
altona 3753 1507 2246 59.85 1.5048 0.63173

Bd. 3653 3144 3"' 13.93 0_3504 0.14708
Bibichini 3648 2553 1"'3 30.02 0.7547 0.31685
Bura Mazumdar 2898 2562 336 11.59 0.2915 0.12239
Hosnabad 3587 2061 1526 42.54 1.0697 0.44908
Kazirabad 3"'0 1995 '"'3 35.44 0.8910 0.37407

Mokamia 3118 2929 '"9 6.06 0.1524 0.06399

Sarishamuri 3221 2528 693 21.52 0.5410 0.22711
Paurashava 3,93 1373 1820 57.00 1.4332 0.60169

Char Duanti 5076 294 4782 94.21 2.3688 0.99446

Kakchira 4295 739 "36 93.97 2.3628 0.99194

K""', 50" 3645 2195 37.59 0.9451 0.39675
Kanthaltali 4236 "" 3608 85,17 2.1417 0.89910
aclmaPara 2556 838 17i8 67.21 1.6901 0.70951

Pathar •• 5759 3" 5163 89.65 2.2542 0.94635
Raihan ur 3522 7364 958 27.20 0.6839 O.Wl3

Total 178062 107246 70816 39.77
Source: Calculated by author 2008.



Table A.2. Calculation of Deprivation ofResoun:e Index (contll.)
84

Sanitatio Depri_ I::_dep~ SVEAI E~~ricid~_ SVEAC

" San; sani nl sani ., % elee Ri elee I~
2291 m 15.52 0.2815 0.1782 1558 1154 42.5516 0.4760 0.4307
2154 2918 57.53 1.0432 0.6603 1" '"94 %.4905 1.0794 0.9767
2473 '" 21.59 0.3915 0.2478 1'6 2978 94.4198 1.0562 0.9558
2140 2750 56.17 1.0185 0.6447 316 4580 93.5458 1.0464 0.9469
13M I>ll4, 83.38 1.5118 0.9570 522 7683 93.6380 1.0475 0.9478
2306 1921 45.45 0.8240 0.5216 439 3788 89.6144 1.0025 0.9071
3399 24'2 41.81 0.7581 0.4799 300 5481 93.8367 1.0497 0.9499
!l85 5108 81.17 1.4718 0.9316 158 6135 97.4893 l.0905 0.9868
1140 2988 72.38 1.3125 0.8308 135 3993 96.7297 1.0820 0.9791
1835 3015 62.16 1.1272 0.7135 811 4039 83.2784 0.9316 0.8430
6" 4379 87.13 1.5798 1.0000 186 4840 %.2992 1.0772 0.9748
3992 882 22.19 0.4024 0.2547 523 3451 86.8395 0.9714 0.8790
2161 1824 45.77 0.8299 0.5254 on 3708 93.0489 1.0409 0.9419
2055 15" 42.90 0.7779 0.4924 143 3456 %.0267 1.0742 0.9720
"'6 '"" 50.70 0_9193 0.5819 " 3599 98.7922 1.1051 1.0000
4735 1074 18.49 0.3352 0.2122 2940 2863 49.2856 0.5513 0.4989
989 2915 74.67 1.3539 0.8570 411 3493 89.4723 1.0009 0.9057
2659 2974 52.80 0.9573 OWW 300 4933 87.5732 0.9796 0.8865
1819 2140 54.05 0.9801 0.6204 m 3586 90.5784 1.0132 0.9169

'''' 3553 65.57 1.1889 0.7525 "5 4914 90.6809 1.0144 0.9179
2483 2>94 51.09 0.9264 0.5864 498 4579 90.1911 1.0089 0.9130
1333 1545 53.68 0.9734 0.6162 561 2317 80.5073 0.9006 0.8149
2806 2283 "." 0.8134 0.5149 880 4209 81.7078 0.9252 0.8372
1009 2569 71.80 1.3019 0.8241 5" 3036 84.8519 0.9492 0.8589
1331 4335 76.51 1.3873 0.8781 115 5551 97.9703 1.0959 0.9917
952 2801 74.63 1.3533 0.8566 " 3698 98.5345 1.1022 0.9974
1045 2608 71.39 1.2945 0.8194 '19 2934 80.3175 0.8985 0.8130
1989 1659 45.48 0.8246 0.5220 m 3109 85.2248 0.9533 0.8627
1489 '4<19 48.62 0.8816 0.5580 046 22>2 77.7088 0.8693 0.7866
2261 1326 36.97 0.6703 0.4243 73' 2849 79.4257 0.8885 0.8040
1527 1563 50.58 0.9172 0.5806 m 2>11 81.2621 0.9090 0.8226
2126 902 31.82 0.5769 0.3652 163 2955 94.7723 1.0601 0.9593
1253 1%8 61.10 1.1079 0.7013 240 2975 92.3626 1.0332 0.9349
2391 802 25.12 0.4554 0.2883 1277 1916 60.0063 0.6712 0.6074
1948 3128 61.62 1.1174 0.7073 I'" 4974 97.9905 1.0961 0.9919
2012 2283 53.15 0.9638 0.6101 85 4210 98.0210 1.0%5 0.9922
24<15 3435 58.82 1.0665 0.6751 106 5734 98.1849 1.0983 0.9939
1795 2441 57.63 1.0449 0.6614 n 4104 98.3003 1.0996 0.9950
1682 834 34.19 0.6200 0.3925 39 2477 %.9092 1.0841 0.9810
2027 3732 64.80 1.I750 0.7438 31 5688 98.7671 1.1048 0.9998
1885 1637 46.48 0.8428 0.5335 49 3473 98.6087 1.1031 0.9982
798M 98201 55.1S '"'" 159179 89.3953
Source; Calculated by author, 2008



Table A.2. Calculation of Deprivation of Resource Indes. (wntd.)
85

~~RoadSVEACP- Healtb SVEAl~Bank~EAI_ ood ,nt:.EAIJO .rowth WEATJlr
,"", «ntr1: health ., odown n .,~ w~

28.23 0.8089 4 0.2 , 0.375 4 0 3 OA
140.63 0.0480 3 OA 4 0.5 3 0.25 3 OA
117526 0.2044 5 0 0 , 3 0-25 4 0.2
35.7 0.7583 , 06 , 0.875 0 , 3 OA
42.03 0.7155 4 0.2 3 0.625 , 0_75 5 0
88.407 0.4015 , 08 0 , 0 , 2 0.6
0 1.0000 3 OA 0 , 0 , 5 0

3.85 0.9739 , 0.6 0 , , 0.75 5 0
76.43 0.4826 , 0.8 0 , 0 , 0 1
65.33 0.5577 4 0.' , 0.875 , 0.75 4 0.2
26.95 0.8176 , 0.8 0 , 0 , 4 0.'
46.97 0.6820 , 0.' 0 , , 0.75 , 0.6
0 0.0000 3 OA 0 , 0 , , 0.6

130.06 0.1196 0 , 0 , , 0.75 4 0.2
145.92 0.0122 , 0.8 0 , 0 , , 0.6
22.5 0.8477 , 0.8 • 0 , 0.75 0 ,
29.69 0.7990 0 , , 0.875 0 , , 0.6
0 1.0000 , 08 1 0.875 , 0.75 , 0.8

6.28 0.9575 0 , 0 , 0 , , 0.6
26.63 0.8197 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
71.05 0.5190 , 0.8 , 0.875 0 , , 0.8
39.53 0.7324 , 0.8 0 , 0 , 3 OA
70.86 05203 0 , , 0.875 0 , , 0.8
]5.62 0.8943 , 0.8 , 0.875 , 0.75 , 06
0 '.0000 2 0.6 0 , 0 , 2 0.6
0 1.0000 , 0.8 0 , 0 , 2 0.6

147.72 0.0000 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 0.8
14.09 0.9046 , 0.' 0 , 0 , , 0.'
52.49 0.6447 0 , , 0.875 , 0.75 , 0.8
4." 0.9662 1 0.8 , 0.875 0 , , 0.8
82.31 0.4428 , 0.8 , 0.875 0 , 2 0.6
27.94 0.8109 0 , 0 1 0 , , 08
0 1.0000 , 0.8 0 , 0 , , 0.8
0 1.0000 , 0.8 , 0.875 , 0.75 0 ,

80.975 0.4518 , 08 1 0.875 0 , , 0.6
123.75 0.1623 , 0.8 0 , 0 , 3 OA
122.88 0.1682 , 0.8 0 , 0 , 4 02
29.89 0.7977 , 0.8 0 , 0 , , 0.8
0 1.0000 , 0.8 0 , 0 , , 0.8

26.49 0.8207 0 , 0 , 0 , 4 0.'
12.37 0.9163 , 0.8 0 , 0 , 4 02

1!JSli.08 " 32 '" 91
Source: Calculated by author, 2008
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"Table A.3. Cakulatlon ofDtprivatlon ofRe!:our«' Indtl: (eonld.)

U • Union
"'"~n '"'" PF,NI <'i Ahovr 60 A''''' F.NI >60

"'""",,"m 58" O.OS6ll 0.9958 "" O.0S62 1.(10)4
mlali 2703 0.0260 0.45604 1932 0.0275 0.4903

1670 0.0161 0''''' 1123 0.0160 0.2850
A 3181 0.0306 O.SJ71 1859 0.Q2604 0.4717

" ,,,. O.Osoo O.Sn6 "'" 0.00413 O.73n
Anltali - "'. 0.0228 0.4008 '56' 0.0222 0.3964

ulisaL:tmli '''' Om36 0.5891 2083 0.0296 0.5:2116
aldi. '''' 0.0341 0.5982 2526 0.0359 0.6410

KImtibtlria '''" 0.0248 0.4356 1676 0.0238 0.4253,,", ,." omn 0.4864 1803 O.02S6 0.4575
I'anchlI. K"•.•.Iia 29" 0.0281 0.4937 "'" 0.0295 0.5263
=~ 2245 0.0216 0.3790 IS" 0.0221 0.3943A_ Bukablmia 2261 0.0218 0.3817 IS" 0.0214 0.3817

Datmlllia '8M 0.0179 0.3141 14M '.0209 O.3m
R_ 2109 0.0203 0.3S61 1371 0.0195 0.3479

"'""",,"m 2458 0.0237 0.4150 1555 0.0221 0.3946."""'. 2202 0.0212 0.3718 1414 0_0201 0.3588
RlIdarl<hllli '02' 0.0291 0.5104 "" 0.0295 0.5263

" 213< 0.0205 0.3603 IS" 0.0220 0.39) I
2901 0.0279 0.4898 2099 0.0298 0.5326

""""
285' 0.0274 0.4814 IRIS 0.020511 0.4606

'''' 0.0144 0.2531 1134 0.0161 0.2878
"78 0.0248 0.43053 "99 0.0241 0.4311

""" 0.0193 0.3390 1373 0.0195 0.3484
3192 0.0307 0.05389 2199 0.0312 O.sSW
2183 0.0210 0.3686 1425 '.0202 0.3616
•••• •.""" 0.1432 636 '.0090 0.1614
,9« 0.0187 0.3282 14205 '.0202 0.3616
2161 ."''''' 0.3649 10578 0.0224 0.4004

""'" IS'" 0.0145 "'" 1126 0.0160 0.2857
"'80 ...,"" 0.3512 '''6 0.0213 0.3796
1741 0.0168 0.2940 1263 0.0179 0.3205
1583 0.0152 0.267:1 "'" 0.0185 0.3299
1924 0.0185 0.3248 1195 0.0170 0.3032
1325 0.0128 0.2237 •• 0.0129 0.2304

""'" '"" 0.0270 0.4729 '"" 00260 0.4641
a"thira 2296 0.0221 0.38n 1619 0.0230 0.4108
.1 '02' 0.0291 0.5104 2206 0.0328 0.5852
amha1l.D1i "78 0.0200 03"" 1576 0.022" 0.3999
-p~ "" 0.0139 0.203 "'" 0.0157 0.28O!1

• 3"711 0.0335 0>1<72 '96' 0.0279 0.4931

""" 1729 0.0166 0.2919 1311 0.0186 0.3317
.0' 'OJ" 70371

Sourot: Cllll:1llaloo by IlUlhor, 2008
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TlIble ,\.4.C.lc:ullltion of D1u"rr DalDllgr Indu •
•

IT"'" ami Ibn Aff or Ri DI AfT .r •.., Dnd_RI D1 dnd

" 0.0179 d._ , O.lXISJ O.D294
66 0.0589 0.3169 3 0.0038 0.0210

•• 0.0357 0.1920 " d._ 0,0547,
" 0.0482 0.2592 2 O.OOIS 0.0084
"d 0.1429 036111 23. O,lllO2 U""" 0.0420 0.2256 d d.OOOO d.OOOO

" 0.0527 0.2832 '" 0.0076 0.0421

" 0.0768 0.4129 d d.OOOO d.OOOO

'" 0.0625 0.3361 '" 0.0076 0.042.1
50 0.0446 0.2400 d d.OOOO d.OOOO

• 0.0071 o.oJRot " d._ O.OSoe7
24.43 0.0218 0.1173 9 d.lld'8 0.0379
25.32 0.0226 0.1216 • 0.0061 0,0336
26.12 0.0233 0.1254 29 0.0220 0.1220
23.68 0.0211 0.1137 , d.ll008 0.(1042

d.OOOO d.OOOO • 0.0061 0.0336
".3 0.0219 0.1176 " 0.0083 0.046)
T2 a.olio 0.3457 '" 0.1128 d.""•• 0.0357 0.1920 " 0.008) 0.0463

" 0.0232 0.1248 " 0.D204 0.1136

'" 0.0536 0.2&80 n O,OS8) 0.3238

" omso 0.13-44 2 0.0015 d._

" 0.0232 0.1248 " 0.0159 0.0883

" 0.0223 0.1200 3 d.OO23 0.0126
n., 0.0691 0,)716 '" 0.0954 0.5299
T2.' 0.0648 0.3485 '50 0.1136 0.6308
6.9 0.0062 0.033\ d dOOOO d.OOOO
22.02 0.0197 0.1057 , d.ll008 a.ron
21.13 0.0189 0.1014 d d.OOOO d.OOOO
19.86 O.Oln 0.095) , 0.0030 0.0168
22.95 0.0205 0.1102 2 0.0015 d._
16.49 0.0147 0.0792 d d.OOOO d.OOOO
IH2 0.0156 0.08)6 , 0.0053 0.02'M
20.34 0,0182 0.0976 " 0.0212 0,1178
295.« 0.263S 1.4183 " d._ 0.05-47
3<4.67 0.0310 0.16&4 " 0.0295 0,16040

26" 0,0234 0.1258 T2 0.0583 0.3238
49.99 0.0«6 0.2400 " 0.0326 0.1808
23.29 0.0208 0.1118 " 0.0288 0.15911
18.15 0.0162 0.0871 2 0.0015 d._
50.35 0.0<150 0.2417 '" ''"'' 0.5383
23.18 0.0207 0.1113 , d.""" O.oJ79,., 11I9.Il9 1321

Source: Calculated by aulhor. 2008
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Table A.4. Calculation ofDisaliter Dama Index (contd.I:~~fCpeo_Rl DD'-Aff House House_F D'-House_ Ouile F Ouse F DIHo~

" • F Ri Ri un damal!1'-
9<)04 0.1117 0.1062 583 0.0082 0.0%8 583 0.0082 0.0968
19950 0.2460 0.2338 "7 O.1ll41 0.1655 997 0.0141 0.1655
17570 0.2166 0.2059 889 0.0125 0.1475 889 0.0125 0.1475
14160 0.1746 0.1659 '50 0.0093 0.1094 '50 0.0093 0.1094
48985 0.6039 0.5741 4177 0.0589 0.6932 4177 0.0589 0.6932
17746 0.2188 0.2080 885 0.0125 0.1469 885 0.0125 0.1469
23130 0.2852 0.2711 1355 0.019\ 0.2249 1355 0.0\91 0.2249
24144 0.2977 0.2829 1580 0.0224 0.2632 1586 0.0224 0.2632
24900 0.3010 0.2918 "06 0.0170 0.2001 1206 0.0170 0.2001
13780 0.1699 0.1615 50' 0.0084 0.0986 50' OJlOS4 0.0986
32570 004015 0.3817 1798 0.0254 0.2984 1798 0.0254 0.2984
23844 0.2940 0.2794 2580 0.0364 0.4282 2580 0.0364 0.4282
22608 0.2787 0.2649 2574 0.0363 0.4272 2574 0.0363 0.4272
18998 0.2342 0.2226 3277 0.0462 0.5438 3277 (l.(l462 0.5438
18199 0.2244 0.2133 3318 0.0468 0.5506 3318 0.0468 0.5506
37000 0.4561 0.4336 1500 0.0212 0.2489 1500 0.0212 0.2489
19490 0.2403 0.2284 1159 0.0163 0.1923 1159 0.0163 0.1923
37500 0.4623 0.4395 3000 0.0423 0.4979 3000 0.0423 0.4979
14200 0.1751 0.1664 '"00 0.0254 0.2987 '"00 0.0254 0.2987
14230 0.1754 0.1668 3000 0.0423 0.4979 3000 0.0423 0.4979
29075 0.3584 0.3407 2500 0.0353 0.4149 2500 0.0353 0.4149
11400 0.1405 0.1336 1200 0.0169 0.1991 "00 0.0169 0.1991
11300 0.1393 0.1324 1300 0.0183 0.2157 1300 0.0183 0.2157
15000 0.1849 0.1758 '" 0.0132 0.1558 '39 0.0132 0.1558
35277 0.4349 0.4134 6000 0.0846 0.9957 6000 0.0846 0.9957
28528 0.3517 0.3343 3200 0.0451 0.5311 3000 0.0451 0.5311
704' 0.0942 0.0896 m 0.0106 0.1246 751 0.0106 0.1246
15677 0.1933 0.1837 "" 0.0116 0.1359 810 0_0116 0.1359
15030 0.1853 0.1761 547 0.0077 0.0908 547 0.0077 0.0908
13063 0.1610 0.1531 0024 0.0144 0.1699 1024 0.0144 0.1699
15968 0.1969 0.1871 '05 0.0128 0.1502 9<)5 0.0128 0.1502
13476 0.1661 0.1579 683 0.0096 0.1133 683 0.0096 0.1133
12915 0.1592 0.1514 875 0.0123 0.1452 87> 0.0123 0.1452
13380 0.1650 0.1568 1175 0.0166 0.1950 1175 0.0166 0.1950
1654 0.0204 0.0194 1357 0.0191 0.2252 1357 0.0191 0.2252
20000 0.2466 0.2344 1632 0.0230 0.2708 1632 0.0230 0.2708
21540 0.2656 0.2524 "" 0.0243 0.2864 1726 0.0243 0.2864
21000 0.2589 0.2401 1568 0.0221 0.2602 1568 0.0221 0.2602
5420 OJl668 0.0635 1607 0.0227 0.2667 1607 0.0227 0.2667
2500 0.0308 0.0293 707 (l.0100 (l.1l73 707 0.0100 0.1173
7>00 OJ1925 0.0879 2293 0.0323 0.3805 2293 0.0323 0.3805
1500 0.0185 0.0176 1146 0.0162 0.1902 1146 0.0162 0.1902
81114 70891 70891

Source: Calculated by author, 2008
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Tab~ A.4. Calculation or DMJtrr Damngr Index (reDid.)
89

HO'II:oc' P Ilnll1C' P Ri DOl lIo-;::i:::::: Call'" and Gllal C.jj~RI Dill Cattle
17)0 0.0146 0.05S1 ""000 0.0009 0._
20'" 0,0174 O.06S6 )200000 0.0069 0.0«8
23M 0.0197 0.0743 7260000 0.0158 0.1016
'19' 0.0101 0.0380 "0000 O.lXl12 0.0076
11462 0.0967 0.3649 .7J.40000 0.1027 0.6627

"" 0.0218 0.081< "50000 0.0021 0.011S

)"'" 0.0261 0._ 1100000 0.0024 0.0154
)026 0.0255 0.0963 1S60000 0.0034 0.0218
1717 0.0145 0.0>47 8140000 0.0177 0.1139
'000 0.0169 0.0637 8<0000 0,0018 0.0118
)800 0.0321 0.1210 8610000 0.0187 0.1205".. 0.0118 0.0444

""""'"
0,0130 0.0840

31411 0.2650 '.0000 2700000 0.0059 0.0378

'" 0.0072 0.0272 )600000 0.0018 0.0504

'" 0.0053 0.0199 1729000 0.0038 0.0242
'000 0.0169 0.0637 250000 O.OOOS 0.0035
}1)7 0.0265 0._ 60000 0.0001 0.0008
"00 0.0380 0.143) lOOOOOO 0.0108 0.0700
2200 0,0270 0.1019 200000 0.00<>1 0."'"
40S3 O.O}42 0.1290 )00000oo 0.0651 0.4199
'000 0.0337 0.1273 6750000 0.0146 0.0945
3113 0.0263 0.0991 75000 0.0002 0.0010
)000 0.0253 0.0955 '50000 0.0003 0.0021
1100 0.0093 0.0350 500000 0.0011 0.0070
"'0 0.o.H4 0.1640 '00000oo 0.0434 02800
)SOD 0.029S 0.1114 '00000o O.OO!? 0.0S60
lS7 0.0030 0.0114 13200000 0.0286 0.18-48

'" 0.003S 0.0130 '''00000 0.0312 0.2016

'" 0.0023 o.oon %00000 0.0208 0.13-«'" 0.0043 0.0163 200000oo 0.0434 0.2800
)SO 0.0030 0.0111 'S600000 0.0338 0.2184
27J 0.0023 O.OO!? )00000oo O.06SI 0.4199
'n 0.003S 0.0131 "00000o 0.OS21 0.3360
IS80 0.0133 O.OSO) "'00000 O.OSln 0.3276

'" 0.0019 0.0070 0 0.0000 0.0000
1816 0.01S3 O.OS78 SO""'" 0.1104 0.7122
1013 O.OO8S 0.032) ""'OS 0.019S 0.1260

"" 0.0108 0.0409 18S8366 0.0040 0.0260
666 0.00S6 0.0212 7139041S 0.1S49 0.9993

"" 0.OOS8 0.0219 0 0.0000 0.0000

"" 0.0142 O.OS36 1628)660 0.03S3 0.2279

'" 0.""" 0.0304 0 0.0000 0.0000
11ll5)l 460S93274

Source: Clilcuiatod by lIuthor, 2008
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Table A..•. Calculation of Di'Jll~t'rDam.at' lndu (ronld.)
90

•

POliitry Pl)lIltry DOl Po CrtlpJ.illl~ Crop_Rl DDI_Crop F'.1o<ria RlJ••h nm_Fb
RJ ." r.rm~ 'rn~

1055000 0.0153 0.1512 '''000 O.OCIO) 0.0014 '00000 0.0009 0.0036
mooo .0.0040 0.0397 """"" 0.0127 a.OSsa 700000 0.0020 0.0084
.20000 0.0061 0.0602 13601000 0.0079 O.O~S "00000 0.0037 O.OIS6
41000 0.0006 0.0059 20"""" 0.0120 0,0520 '00000 0.0009 0.00)6
4SSOOO 0.0070 0.0695 34437000 0.0201 0.0873 ""'" 0.000' 0.0003
04&000 0.0021 0.0212 1!261000 0.0106 0.0463 '00000 0.0009 0.0036
157000 a,oem 0.0225 2SS«OOO 0.0149 0.06048 100000 0.0003 0.0012
6000II 0.0009 0.0086 27681000 0.0161 0.0702 SOOOOO 0.001. 0.0060
225000 O.OOD 0.0322 185SOOOO 0.0108 0.0470 0400000 0.0040 0.0168
7&000 0.0011 0.0112 21170000 0,012,) 0.0537 0 0.0000 0.0000
29)000 0.0042 0.0420 21988000 0.0128 0.05511 700000 0,0020 0.0084
1047000 0.0152 a.ISOl "'00000 0.0212 0.0920 83SOOOOO 0.2381 1.0003
'''000 O.{)OS8 0.OS7S 40J54ooo 0.0235 0.1023 '00000o 0.0085 0.0359
200lO0O 0.0200 0.2867 46574000 o.ron 0.1181 700000oo 0.199-4 0.8376
'"'000 0.0055 0.OSol8 387812000 0.2162 0.9833 7800000 0.0222 0.0933
200lO0O 0.0290 0.2867 "00000o 0.0076 0.OJ30 90000 0.000) 0.0011
'00000o 0.0434 0.4300 "SOOOOO 0.0067 o.om 2.I000O 0.0007 0.0030
SOOOOOO 0.0724 0.7167 '00000oo 0.017S 0.0761 '00000 0.0009 0.0036
2SOOOOO 0.0362 0.3S!3 1900000II 0.0111 0.04112 100000 0.0003 0.cXJl2
'SOOOOO O.OSO' O.S017 22SOOOOOO 0.1312 0.S70S SOOOOO 0.0014 0.0060
4500000 O.otiSI O.64SO 2400000II 0.0140 0.0«19 '00000 0.0011 O.lX14!
"00000 0.0217 O.2ISO I2SOOOOO 0.0073 0.0317 100000 0.0003 0.0012
100000o 0.014S 0.103 100000oo 0.OOS8 0.02$4 100000o 0.002! 0.0120
100000 0.0014 0.0143 7SOOOOO 0.0044 0.0190 ,SOOOO 0.0007 0.0030
00000oo 0.0869 0.8600 'SOOOOOO 0.0146 O.oti}4 '00000o 0.0028 0.0120
'SOOOOO 0.0796 0.7S!3 28SOOOOO 0.0166 o.am SOOOOO 0.0017 0.0072
700000 0.0101 0.1003 21800000 0.0127 0.OSS3 """"'" 0.0279 0.1173
lOOOOOO 0.0434 0.4300 24900IlOO 0.014S 0.0631 '00000oo O.O'2!S 0.1107
280000 o.oou 0.0401 16n8000 0.00'18 0.042S 6720000 0.0191 0.0804
1200000 0.0174 0.1720 2400000o 0.0140 0.0«19 900000II 0.02S6 O.IOTI
430000 0."'" 0.0616 '00000oo 0.01S2 0.06S9 "IOJJ1OOO 0.D30!1 0.1292
1300000 0.01!! 0.1863 20900IlOO 0.01S7 0."" "SOOOO 0.0104 0.0437
1400000 0.0203 0.2007 mooooo 0.0162 0.0702 "400000 O.032S 0.1364
1300000 0.0188 0.1863 27800000 0.0162 0.07OS 100J000(J 0.030!1 0.1292

0 0.0000 0.0000 80!630 0.0047 0.0205 22332IR 0.0064 0.0267
00000oo 0.0169 0.JJ600 9ll01!S70 O.OS72 0.248S 27069946 o.onl 0.3239
2798800 O.04DS 0.4012 IOSS38114 O.06IS 0.2676 29146630 0.0830 0.341ll1
SOOOOO 0.0072 0.0717 102!93048 0.0600 0.2609 23416139 0.0809 0.3400
ISOOOOO 0.0217 0.21SO 26S640IS O.OISS 0.0674 7336227 0.0209 0.0878

0 0.0000 0.0000 0 0.0000 0.0000 0 0.0000 0.0000
700000o 0.1013 1.0033 36766411 0.0214 0.0932 10lS3839 0."'" 0.121S

0 0.0000 0.0000 0 0.0000 0.0000 0 0.0000 0.0000
69017800 1714786501 351137999

Sourte: Calculated by alllhor, 2008
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Table A.4. Calculation of Disuter Damllge Index (oontd.)
91

p••••erl~~ R; ~ DDI P••••er DOl Mo "' Ro~d F kIn Road P F Ri DDI Road
103000 0.0008 0.0041 0.1401 0.2 0,0023 0.0211
180000 0.0013 0.0072 0.2402 0.4 0.0046 0.0421
155000 0.0012 0.0062 0.2052 03 0.0035 0.0316
116000 0.0009 0.0046 0.1552 0.2 0.0023 0.02ll
748000 0.0056 0.0299 1.0010 .., 0.0174 0.1580
155000 0.0012 0.0062 0.2052 03 0.0035 0.0316
180000 0.0013 0.0072 0.2402 0.35 0.0041 0.0369
'","00 0.0021 0.0114 0.3804 0.6 0.0070 0.0632
207000 0,0015 0.0083 0.2753 0.6 0.0070 0.0632
103000 0,0008 0.0041 0.1401 0.2 0.0023 0.0211
310000 0,0023 0.0124 0.4154 0.6 0.0070 0.0632
3854000 0.0288 0.1542 0.3003 2 0.0811 0.7374
3125000 0.0234 0.1251 0.2903 0 0.0000 0.0000
1400000 0.0105 0.0560 0.3504 2 0.0232 0.2107
2000000 0.0150 0.0800 0.2102 2.75 0.0319 0.2897
2000000 0.0150 0.0800 0.2503 05 0.0058 0.0527
16000000 0.1197 0.6403 0.1502 05 0.0058 0.0527
2000000 0.0150 0.0800 0.4505

"
0.0174 0.1580

5000000 0.0374 0.2001 0.3504 05 0.0058 0.0527
15000000 0.1123 0.6003 0.4505 .., 0.0174 0.1580.- 0.0060 0.0320 0.5005 .., 0.0174 0.1580
600000 0.0045 0.0240 0.1502 0.5 0.0058 0.0521
1100000 0.0082 0.0440 0.1502 0.5 0.0058 0.0527
5870000 0.0439 0.2349 0.2002 , 0.0116 0.1053
2500000o 0.1871 1.0005 0.4004 " 0.0174 0.1580
14000000 0.1048 0.5603 0.4004

"
0.0174 0.1580

1200000 0.0090 0.0480 0.5005 , 0.0463 0.4214
7000()() 0,0052 0.0280 0.6006 , 0.0463 0.4214
«)0000 0.0030 0.0160 0_ ,.. 0.0324 0.2950
615000 0.0046 0.0246 0.5005 , 0.0463 0.4214
200000 0,0052 0.0280 0.6507 , 0.0463 0.4214
'00000 0.0045 0.0240 0.8509 , 0.0579 0.5267
800000 0.0060 0,0320 0.7508 , 0.0579 0.5267
'00000 0.0045 0.0240 0.7007 , 0.0579 0.5267
593208 0.0044 0.0237 0.0551 4 0.0463 0.4214
7190568 0.0538 0.2878 0.0601 4 0.0463 0.4214
7742196 0.0579 0.3098 0.0350 95 0,1101 1.0007
7548156 0.0565 0.3021 0.2252 2 0.0232 0.2107
1948746 0.0146 0.0780 0.1001 , 0.0579 0.5267

0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 0.0000 0.0000
2697156 0.0202 0.1079 0.0801 0 0.0000 0.0000

0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 0,0000 0.0000
133625030 116.5
Source: Calculated by author, 2008



T.blr A.4. Clliculation of Dblufer Damage Illdes. (oonld.)
92

'.

~o::-R_CP ODl_ROlI F.~~_FRmod_t_ DDI_Ro E~/RI"rlben DDI_Road_E_
P Ri d P P F Ri .dF.F ••••• P

2." 0.0068 0.1023 0.' O.OOlO 0.0067 , 0.0056 0.0628
3.57 0.0118 O.l'NI 0.7 0.0018 0.0117 " 0.0279 0.3140
3.06 0.0101 a.ISH 0.' 0.0015 0.0100 " 0.0279 0.3140
2J 0.0076 O.l1s.4 0.45 0,0011 0.0075 12 0.0134 a.lSO?
14.79 O.lM90 0.7420 2.9 0,0073 0.0485 80 0.0894 1.0049
3.06 0,0101 O.ISJS 0.' 0.0015 0.0100 " 0.0112 0.1256
3.57 0,0118 0.1791 0.7 0.0018 0.QI17 " 0.0157 0,1759
5.61 0.0186 0.2814 ,., 0.0028 O.DI84 l2 0.0145 0,1633
6.12 0.0203 0.3070 •.2 0.0030 0.0201 " 0.0279 0.3140
2." 0.0068 0.1023 0.' 0,0010 0.0067 " 0.0112 0.1256
6.12 0.(20) 0.3070 , .2 0.0030 0.0201 " 0.0279 0.3140

" 0.0491 0,7525 l2 0.0326 0.2175 20 0.0224 0.2512

" 0.0331 a.SOI? " 0.0376 0.2510 22 0.0246 0.2763
3 0.0099 0.1505 " 0.0251 0.1673 20 0.022" 0.2512, 0.0166 0."'" " 0.0351 0.230 20 0."'" 0.2512

• 0.0132 0.2007 , 0.0125 0.0837 " 0.0112 0.1256
2 0.0066 0.1003 " 0.0251 0.1673 20 0.0224 0.1512, 0.0166 0."'" 20 0.0502 0.3l46 SO 0.0559 0.6281

• 0.0132 0.2007 • 0.0201 0.1339 " 0.0201 0.2261, 0.0033 0.0502 " 0.0351 0.23<43 20 0.0224 0.2512
7 0.0232 0.3512 " 0.0376 0.2510 20 0.0224 0.2512
2 0.0066 0.1003 " 0.0376 0.2$10 " 0.0201 0.2261
3 0.0099 0.1505 " 0.02$1 0.1673 20 0.0224 0.2512, 0.0166 0.2508 • 0.0100 0.0669 " 0.0168 0.1884

• 0.0265 0.4013 " 0.0376 0.2$10 20 0.0335 0.3768• 0.0265 0.4013 " 0.0627 0.4183 20 0.0335 0.3768

" 0._ 0.7023 • 0.0201 0.1339 22 0.0206 0.2763

" 0.0531l 0.8027 " 0.0527 a.3S14 , 0.0078 0.0879
10.24 0.0339 0.5137 ,." 0.0143 0.0950 " 0.0168 0.1&84

" 0._ 0.7023 7 0.0176 O.1171 " 0.0235 0.26311

" 0.0530 0.8027 , 0.0226 O.1.S06 " 0."'" 0.30lS
20 0.0662 1.0033 " 0.0276 0.1841 2S 0.0279 0.]140

" 0.0596 0.9031l " 0.02$1 0.1673 " 0."'" 0.31l15

" 0.0530 0.8027 " 0.0251 0.1673 " 0.0268 0.31l15

• 0.0132 0.2007 3 0.0075 00S02 2 0.0022 0.0251

" 0.0331 0.5017 , 0.0201 0.1339 20 0.0224 0.2512
9.' 1l.0315 0.4766 26.' 0.0665 0.4434 30.5 0.0341 0.3831

" 0.0497 0.7525 , 0.0151 0.1004 " 0.0168 0.1884
S 0.0166 0.2508 " 0.0251 0.1673 SO 0.0559 0.6281
0 0.0000 0.0000 0 0.0000 0.0000 0 0.0000 0.0000
0 0.0000 0.0000 60 0.1506 1.0039 J8 0.0425 0.4n3
0 0.0000 0.0000 0 0.0000 0.0000 0 0.0000 0.0000

302.02 "8.d3 ".,
Source: CalcullltOd by author, 2008



Tablt A..•. CfllC1Ilatlon of Dbll.«tr Damagt Jndt'1 (eonld.)
9J

I!.mb1Ink1 (km) Emb1lnk_F_Hl DDI_Embllnk_F Embllnk Aff Emb1lnk P DDI_Embank_- -p p
0.35 0.0010 0.0086 ".08 0.0086 0.1233
0.61 0.001& 0.0149 7.14 0.0151 0.2158
O.S) 0.0015 0.0130 6.12 0.0129 0.1850
0.' 0.0012 0.0098 •., 0.""" 0.1390
2." 0.0074 0.0621 29.511 0.0626 0.8941
0.53 0.0015 0.0130 6.12 0.0129 0.1850
0.61 0.0018 0.0149 7.14 0.0151 0.2158
0.')7 0.0028 0.0237 11.22 0.0237 0.3391
0.7 0.0020 0.0171 8.16 0.0173 0.2466
03' 0.0010 0.0086 4.08 0.0086 0.1233
1.05 0.0031 0.0257 12.2" 0.0259 0.3700
9 0.0262 0.2200 2 0.0042 0.0605
0 0.0000 0.0000 " 0.0317 0.4534
7 0.0204 0.1711 J 0.0063 0.0907, 0.0145 0.1222 I 0.0021 0.0302
2 0.0058 0."'" , 0.0106 0.1511, 0.0145 0.1222 •• 0.0296 0.4232
10 0.0291 0.2444 " 0.0719 l.02n, 0.0233 0.1956 " 0.0317 0.4534, 0.0145 0.1222 9 0.0190 0.2no, 0.0145 0.1222 " 0.0529 0.7556
2 0.0058 0.0489 , 0.0106 0.1511
2 0.0058 O.fWll9 , 0.0106 0.1511, 0.0145 0.1222 , 0.0169 0.2418

" 0.0378 0.3178 20 0.0423 0.6045

" 0.1)436 0.3667 20 0.0423 0.6045
27 0.0785 0."'" 21 0.0444 0.6347

" 0.119) 1.0022 21 0.04« 0.6347
0.6< 0.0019 0.0156 0.15 0.0003 0.0045

" 0."'" 0.5867 " 0.0529 0.7556

" 0.0814 0.0'" 22 0.0465 0.6650

" 0."'" 0.8311 " 0.0550 0.7859
JJ 0."'" 0.8067 " 0.0529 0.7556

" 0.0931 0.71122 " 0.0529 0.7556
0.' 0.0015 0.0122 2 0.0042 0.0605, 0.0175 0.1467 l 0.0063 0."'"
9.' 0.0276 0.2322 I 0.0021 0.0302
I.> 0 .•••• 0.0367 10 0.0212 0.3023, 0.0145 0.1222 10 0.0212 0.3023
0 0.0000 0.0000 0 0.0000 0.0000
0 0.0000 0.0000 0 0.0000 0.0000
0 0.0000 0.0000 0 0.0000 0.0000

343.78 "'.6J
SourtC: CllIculalcd by author, 2008



Tabk A.4.ClIltu'Jlkm ofDi'JlllMtrDam.ae Indn (COtltd.)
94

.'

,

\

DOl F•••.•.•I DDI_F.dIl_F DDI_F.dll_P 001 Trko DDI_Dttp_ DOl_Shill"' ••".., , , 0.0043 , ,
0.0463 O.996K , 0,0074 0.0801 ,
0.0114 0.3426 , ,.""" 0.1002 ,, , , 0,0049 0,0801 ,, 0.3426 , 0.0309 0.«07 ,, , , ,.""" 0.0301 0, 0,<4672 , 0.0074 0.0301 ,, , , 0.0117 0.0601 ,, , , 0.0086 O.lOOJ ,, , , 0.0043 0.0601 ,, 0.3-426 , 0.0129 0.1402 0
0.]424 0.1869 0.4724 0.0715 0.1402 0
0.1025 0.1557 0.2779 '.lJOO() 0.2484 0
0.1510 0.0934 0.3890 '.lJOO() 0.8013 ,
0.1025 0.2492 0.1112 '.lJOO() 0.1002 ,
0.0057 0.1557 0.1389 LllOOS , 0.0812
0.0057 0.6541 0.1389 0.0100 0.00&0 0.1624
0.0285 0.311S 0.6947 omS4 0.0200 0.8122
0.0057 0.%72 0.5558 0'''' 0.0080 O.IJS4
0.0114 0.6541 0.4168 0.4288 0.0200 0.3520
0.0114 D.nS1 0.8336 0.0040 0.0200 0.5144
0.006) 0.1869 O.212l 0.0169 , 0.0812
o.ooss 0.280) O,2TI9 0.3001 , 0.1354
0.0114 0.4672 0.1389 0.2638 0.0120 0.13504
0.0114 0.6541 0.6947 O.l4k7 '.0200 1.<1017
0.0171 0.3-426 O.2TI9 0.0071 omso 0.7039
'.000< 0.2180 '.2223 0.1386 0.0521 ,
'.000< 0.2180 0.2501 O.lJOO() 0.0521 0
,.""" 0.1 SS7 0.6113 O.09IS 0,0321 ,
'.000< 0.ISS7 O.I~S '.lJOO() 0,0401 ,
0,0003 0.2492 0.2223 '.lJOO() 0.OS21 ,
'.000< 0.2W3 0.2n9 '.lJOO() O.OSfiI ,
0.""'" 0.2492 0.2n9 '.lJOO() 0.0S61 ,
0.000< 0.21110 O,2S01 '.lJOO() 0.OS61 ,
O.ll782 0.1869 0.2223 ,.""'" 0.1002 0
0.9478 0.2180 0.333S 0.""" 0,1002 ,
I.020S 05607 0.4724 0.QI04 0.2404 ,
0.99<19 0,0311 o.oSSfi 0.0101 0.- 0
0.2S69 0.6230 0,2779 0.0026 0.2003 0
0.OOS7 '.lJOO() ,.lJOO() ,.lJOO() , ,
0.3SSS '.lJOO() '.000< 0,0036 1,0016 ,
0.0063 '.lJOO() '.lJOO() '.lJOO() , 0

Source: Calcullllcd by author, 2008
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Table A.4. Calculation of Disaster Damage Index (conld.)

DDl Pond DOl Troller DOl Cotta e
0.0007 0.0015 0
0.0012 0.0010 0
0.0010 0.0075 0
0.0009 0.0000 0
0.0044 0.0205 0.5560
0.0010 0.0009 0
0.0012 0.0050 0
0.0019 0.0000 0
0.0013 0.0018 0
0.0007 0.0000 0
0.0019 0.0151 0.1580
0.2615 0.1058 0
0.2324 0.0465 0
0.2324 0.0262 0
0.2295 0.0420 0

0 0.0000 0
0.1598 0.0127 0
0.1743 0.3384 3.159\

0 0.0212 0
0 02454 6.0023
0 0.0245 0
0 0.0000 0
0 0.0000 0

0.1743 0.0000 0
0.1743 0.2538 5.74%

0 0.2369 0
0.1871 0,0254 0
0.1743 0.0262 0
0.0119 0.0169 0
0.1598 0.0220 0
0.1888 0.0228 0
0.1888 0.0228 0
0.1888 0.0228 0
0.1888 0.0694 0
0.0767 0.1739 0
0.9290 0.1665 0
1.0002 0.6607 0
0.9752 0.1665 0
0.2517 0.0150 0
0.0872 0.0000 0
0.3486 0.9990 0
0.1453 0.0000 0

Source: Calculated by author, 2008
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Table A.5. Calculatioo ofPonub,lion Evullalloll AMl<ItlIll~Nrro IlldeJ loollld.)
Unlnn B,'" Rt<5 PF.NI_<5 Abo:n-e60 Ri_>60 PF.NI_>60 """""B•.•

"'""""' •.• "" 0.0S68 1.00 "" 0.0562 1.00 0.3458
Am"'li '7<l3 B.026O 0." 1932 0.0275 0.49 0.6199

~

hia 1610 0.0161 0.28 1123 0.0160 0.23 0.3778
hia 3lSI 0.0306 D." 1859 0.0264 0.47 0.5882

"=
.

"" O.OSOO 0.88 '907 0.0413 0.14 1.0000
0>0_ 23" 0.0228 0.40 1562 0.0222 0.40 0.5231
Gu1~i "" 0.0336 0.59 2083 0.0296 0.53 0.7326
lbldia "" 0.0l41 D.•• "" 0.0359 0." 0.7940
Karaiberi. "'" 0.0248 D.•• 1616 0.0238 0.43 0.5321

'""'" "" O.02n 0.49 ''''3 0.0256 0.46 0.6072...."" "" 0.0281 0.49 '07' 0.0295 0.53 0.6301
Komlia
B=M 22<, 0.0216 0.)8 IS" 0.0221 0.39 0.4856
Butabunia '''' 0.0218 0.38 ISO< 0.0214 0.38 0.4671
Dauatllia "•. 0.0179 0.)1 ''''' 0.0209 0.37 0.-4316

••••• "00 0.0'203 0.36 1311 0.0195 0.35 0.-4301
Pau_hllVll 2458 0.0231 0.42 1555 0.0221 0.39 0.7006

A"' 2202 0.0212 0.37 1-414 0.0'201 0.36 0.4888

"""""BadmhaJi 302J 0.0291 0.51 '07' 0.0295 0.53 0.6111
B 213' 0.0205 0.36 IS" 0.0220 0.)9 0.4872
BurirChar "'" 0.0279 0.49 "'" 0.0298 0.53 0.6678

"""'~ '''' 0.0274 0.48 1815 0.0258 0.46 0.6156
Pllull "'" 0.0144 0.25 113< 0.0161 0.29 0.3579
Gauril'hanna "" 0.0248 D.•• "'" 0.0241 0.43 0.5877
Kt'Ombunia ""'" 0.0193 0.3< 1373 0.0195 0.35 0.4370
M. Baliaull "'" 0.0)01 D." "'" 0.0312 0.56 0.6895
.Ilona 2183 0.0210 0.37 "" 0.0202 0.36 0.4726

f'll~Mva ." D..,., 0.14 '" 0.0090 0.16 0.2175

Ii~ini ".. 0.0181 0.33 "" 0.0'202 0." 0.4341
2161 0.0208 0." 1518 0.0224 0.40 0.4557

B"" IS'" 0.0145 0.28 1126 0.0160 0.29 0.37&8
M"""",,
II•••••••

""'"
0.0700 0.35 ,,% 0.02\3 0.38 0.4611

Kazil'llbed 174\ 0.0168 0.29 1263 0.0179 0.32 0.3890
Molmnia 1583 0.0152 0.27 1300 0.0185 0.33 0.3799
Sarishamuri "" 0.0185 0.32 "" 0.0170 0.30 0.3863
Pa\lJllSMva 13" 0.0128 0.22 "'" 0.0129 0.23 0.3710
Ow DllDnti "(11 0.0270 0.47 "" 0.0260 0." 0.6251
Kakcllira 22% 0.0221 0.39 1619 0.0230 0.41 0.5169

"I 302J 0.0291 0.51 2306 0.0)28 0.59 0.6n9
Kanlhaltllii '07' 0.0700 0.35 1576 0.0224 0.<0 0.SO?4

r:~ral,.., 0.0139 0" 1107 0.0151 0." 0.3752
3478 0.0335 0.59 '%3 0.0279 D." 0.7352

Raihan r In' 0.0166 0.29 1311 0.0186 0.33 0.4028
,ro"", 70311

Souroc::CaleulDied by author, 2008
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Table A.6. Cllkllbllon of romp05lte Indn. •

PSI DARI PF.NI CI DPI
A 0.395 0.580 0.530 0.,., 0.039

0.>00 0.-463 0.258 0.407 0.120
0.391 0.• 89 0.151 '.3« 0.""
0.489 0.314 0.251 0.351 0.052
0.676 0.414 0.)94 O.49S 0.368
0.4S4 0.278 0.210 0.314 0.•••
0.s47 0.330 0.28\ 0.386 0.095
0.573 0.333 0.3)8 0.415 0.097
0.452 0.231 0.225 0.303 0.100
0.490 0.408 O.>ll O.3KO 0.048
O.SOI 0.278 o>n 0.352 0.128
0.439 0.382 0.208 0.343 0.243
0.436 O.I3ll 0~02 0.275 0.194
0.416 0.310 0.195 0.307 0.211
0.417 0.251 0.134 0.'" 0.168
0.594 0.3&0 0~09 0.395 0.134
0.437 0.152 0.190 0.259 0.162
0.529 0.329 0.278 0.379 0.448
0.438 0.154 0.207 0.266 a.ln
0.521 0.103 0.280 0.301 0.49'2
0.500 0.253 0.244 0.332 0.266
0.378 0227 0.lS1 0.252 0.090
0.496 0221 0.228 0.318 0.1\0
0,416 0.191 0.1&4 0.264 0.121
D.H3 0.1112 O~" 0.337 0.616
0.428 0.150 0.191 0.257 0.299
0.335 0.OS5 0.210 0.190
0..4]8 0.249 0.190 0.286 0.221
0.422 0.1R5 0.211 0.213 0.120
0.31l2 ,~'" O.ISO 0.""' 0.193
0.421 0.116 0.200 0.266 0.201
0.391 0.>11 0.169 0.267 0.247
0.390 0.161 0.113 0.243 0.239
0.395 0.131 0.161 0.231 0.237
0.421 0.199 0.122 0.247 0.133
O.SOI 0.188 0.246 0.312 0.294
0.455 0.241 0.216 0.305 0.348
0.538 O~" 0.307 0.377 0.245
0.452 0.121 0.210 0.263 0.223
0.369 0.113 0.147 0.210 0.014
0.'" 0.189 0.266 0.333 0.313

'" 0.409 0~02 0.115 0.262 0.021
Source: Calculated by author, 2008
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"T.hle A.6. C11IC11latfonof c:ornposlll' lade:! (coatd.)

PSI"DO ARI'DDI PEN"DD C"DBI om
A 0-016 0.023 "" 0""' 0.039

0.000 0,055 0.031 D.00t9 0.120
0.'" 0,043 0013 0030 0.087
0.'" 0,016 0013 0.018 0,0,52
0.246 0,152 0.'45 0.182 0.368
0,027 0.017 0013 0.019 0.060
0.052 0.031 "" 0.037 0.095
0.055 0.032 "33 0'" 0.091
0.045 0.023 0022 0.030 0.100
0.023 0,019 0012 0-018 0.048
0.'"' 0.035 "33 D.lW5 0.128
0,106 0093 0050 0093 0.243
0.085 0,", DO"~ 0.053 0.194
0.088 0,065 "" 0065 0.211
0,070 0,043 "" 0'"' 0.168
0.080 0,051 0"" 0.053 0.13<4
0,071 0,025 "" 0.042 0.162
0,237 0,147 0.124 0.170 0.448
0,075 0.'" "33 0,", 0.172
0.256 0.051 0.138 0.149 0.492
0.133 0"," 000' 0._ 0.266
0.'" 0,,", 0014 0.023 0.090
0.'" 0.025 "" 0.'" 0,110
0,051 0.023 0.022 0.032 0.121
0.'" 0.112 0,1111 0.207 0.616
0.1211 0.0015 0,057 a.on 0.299
0.•••• 0.000 0,016 0.040 0.1 'ilO
0.095 0.056 0,043 0.065 0.227
0,051 0.022 0.025 0.'" 0.120

""
0.074 0.'" 0'"' 0.047 0.193
0."" 0.037 0.041 0.055 0.207
0.'" 0.059 0,042 0.'" 0.247
0.093 0.'" 0.041 0.056 0.239
0.'" 0.032 0"" 0.055 0.237
0.056 0.'" 0016 0.'" 0.]33
O.H7 0.055 0.072 0.'" 0.294
0.158 0.•••• 0075 O.H16 0.3<'
0.131 0.070 0.D75 0.092 0.245
0.101 0.028 00" 0.059 0.223
0.005 0."" 0"" 0.005 0.01-4
0.170 0.059 0.'" 0.10-4 0.313

0.'" 0.'" 0.005 0.021 ,

1
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PHOTOGRAPHS

Photograph A.I. A m'Bgcd strutture lifter thr
Su r C 't:loneSlDR 2007. AmtllliUnion

Photogr1ph A.3. Cylone centre IISed~ union
paristwl office _Arp:mgnsill_AmUlli.

Photogropll A.2. A rnvnged czrttlc structure
.fl.crthcSu CVl;loneSIDR2007.

PhotogrnphA.4. ~ious cyclone
centre _Arpangasill_Am\.llli.
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Photograph A.5. Kacha Road_Ha.ladia_Amtali.

Photograph A.7. A cyclone affected house in
AmtaH U aziJa.

Photograph A.6. Madrasha located in Arpagasbia
union.

Photograph A.S. Union Parisha.d cum cyclone
shelter.

. "
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Photograph A.l0. A Gooo Kobor (gmveyard)
beside!heroadof Pnth ta Union.

Photogmph A.12. A C)done sheller in KMtlulltllli
union.

(
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